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NOTICE.,
The results of the OAST Space Technology Workshop which was
held at Madison College, Harrisonburg, Virginia, August 3 -
15, 1975 are contained in the following reports:
1
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VOL I DATA PROCESSING AND TRANSFER
VOL It SENSING AND DATA ACQUISITION
VOL III NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
VOL IV POWER
VOL V PROPULSION
VOL VI STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS
VOL VII MATERIALS
VOL VIII THERMAL CONTROL
I
VOL IX ENTRY
VOL X BASIC RESEARCH
VOL Xl LIFE SUPPORT
Copies of these _eports may be obtained by contacting:
HASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
ATTN: 418/CHARLES I. TYNAN, JR.
t-!_,MPTON, VA. 23665
COMMERCIAL TELEPt4ONE: 804/827-3666
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM: 928-3666J
t
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The Materials area is defined by this workshop in that
which is pertinent to mission and flight experiment require-
ments for Structures, Power, and Propulsion. Technology and
flight experiment needs in other areas such as Thermal Control,
Electronic, Entry Technology, and Life Support are included in
those sections.
MISSION DRIVEN MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
. Most Materials Technology Requirements have been classi- !
t
_ fied as mission-driven because, from a materials viewpoint, a >
"- mission de'and can be defined in every case, even for those
cases for which the applications technology does not recognize
the benefits. It is obvious that a large majority of applica-
tions devolve into materials problems. An equivalent statement
may be that an important function of the materials community is
to define that the limits of performance of materials: these
limitations are based, at any particular time, on the properties
of the materials of interest and a knowledge of development
potential both in properties and other factors such as cost and
availability. Alternate materials and their potential improve-
ments are also a factor.
The Materials Technology Requirements have been classified
in two ways. First the separation has been according to
materials class, namely, Metals, Ceramics, Polymers, and Com-
posites. The polymer classification also includes organic
L
compounds research and development in areas such as lubricants
[ and organic superconductors. The second grouping, within each
,t
t
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of the above classificctions, consists of Development, Character-
ization, Manufacturing, and Basic Research. The compilation of !
Technology Requirements in th_s section is in accord with the .;
above classification. Each requirement is further identified
with respect to applications to Structures, Power, and Propul-
sion as well as to other pertinent areas•
Development is defined, for the purpose of this report, as
f r_
the ilnprovement of known materials and the synthesis of new
• materials using known phenomena and technigues. Characteriza-
tion is the accumulation of property and environmental data
necessary to predict whether a developed, available material
will fulfill a certain mission requirement and whether it can
be used with confidence by designers. Manufacturing refers to
the process techniques which are required to produce a material
in a form which is useful in a mission.
Topics in the Basic Research area resulted from considera-
tions of two kinds. One was the recognizable needs for basic
understanding that stem from the developments and applications
that are foreseen for particular materials, e.g., composites
and catalysts. The second consideration was the recognizable
needs for advancement of understanding in the various areas of
solid state physics, physical chemistry and others that directly
pertain to materials development and applications. Examples are
diffusion in alloys and the physics and chemistry of surfaces.
REPRODUCIBILITYOF TIt/$
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OPPORTUNITY DRIVEN MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY _
Space processing of materials has been taken to be
._ opportunity driven. It is designed to satisfy one of several
i requirements:
i.) To supply data unobtainable on the ground. •
2.) To run demonstrations for design purposes.
3.) To manufacture materials under conditions
unobtainable on the ground.
4.) To manufacture or process materials in space
for space use (possibly in the future from
new materials obtained in space).
The ability to operate effectively in the low gravity
environment of near earth orbit has provided a unique oppor-
tunity to do new materials research. The low gravity aspect
of the environment, in particular, has excited interest in a
host of new materials possibil_ties such as: containerless
solidification and handling (levitation) for materials whose
development on earth have been limited by reaction with con-
tainers, dies, and molds; reduced convection in liquids lead-
ing to better control of the solidifying interface; and mixing
of othe_wlse immiscible materials because of the elimination
of density driven stratification. Research in the low gravity
%
; envirunment will lead to a better understandina _f hn_ir
materials phenomena which are currently thought to limit earth-
bound processing. It will also lead to manufacturing in space -
where the economic trade-off with transportation and energy
requirements permit.
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CONTENT OF THE BODY OF THE MATERIALS
WORKING GROUP PORTION OF THE REPORT
The space Materials Technology Requirements identified by
the working group are attached. Tnese have been divided into
several categories. A narrative description was proposed on i
all items identified. A total of 52 items were included
broken into Mission Driven (48 requirements) and Opportunity
i
Driven (4 requirements). In addition, those items for which
: a flight experiment was proposed were included again. A total
of 27 candidate flight experiments were proposed.
The need to index the topics was addressed as follows. A
list of the titles of each narrative is attached. Further, a
number has been assigned to each narrative and index and cross
index have been prepared on the basis of a discipline matrix
and of a discipline/application matrix.
&
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Studies on materials processing in space have been going
on for several years. This work has been supported by the
Office of Applications in NASA, but much of the emphasis has
been on capitalizing on current flight opportunities and rapid
£
pay-off. These flight experiments have indicated that more
extensive ground based preparations and several iterative flight '
and ground experiments are needed to understand the problems
i
involved in order to achieve the expected results. At this
juncture, OAST needs to become involved in planning and direct-
ing the longer range development program on a larger scale.
_ Materials processing in space is divided into three areas:
(a) development of commercially desired products needed in the
?
industrial market (such as improved semi-conductors), (b) exploi-
tation of the environment in performing basic research to improve
_ the understanding of materials phenomena (such as solidification)
i which have a more distant pay-off, and (c) manufacturing and
_ assembly in space to support missions such as solar energy sta-
_ tions which require the forming, erection, joining, and repair
i of structures in space. Area A will continue to be supported by
the Office of Applications. Tasks in areas B and C are proposed
in the following document.
J
!
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LIST OF •
SPACE MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
Mission Driven
i. Materials with High Thermal Conductivity and High Strength at High •
Temperatures for Rocket Motor Nozzles ' _
2. Higher Temperature Superconducting Materials
I
3. Lunar Extractive Metallurgy
4. Environmental Interactions - Meteoroids and Radiation
5. Development and Characterization of Refractory Metals For Space
Power Systems
6. Fracture Toughness/Strength Optimization of High Strength
Structural Alloy Systems
7. Utilization of Magnesium, Beryllium, and Beryllium-Aluminum Alloys
in Advanced Space Structures
8. Low Cycle Thermal Fatigue of Superalloys
9. Fatigue, Fracture and Life Prediction of Metallic Structures
Exposed to Chemical Environments ,
i0. NDT/NDE - Earth and Space
ii. Development of Elastic-Plastic Failure Criteria
12. Solar Cell Solder Connections with Extended Life During Thermal
Cycling in Orbit
13. Joining Metals in Space
14. Basic Studies of Electromigration in Metals and Alloys
15. Theoretical Studies of Diffusion in Alloys
16. Basic Studies in Catalysis
17. Basic Studies of Mechanisms of Hydrogen Embrittlement
18. Basic Studies cf New Concepts for Solar Cells
I
19. Solid Stat_ Diffusion Studies in Space
viii
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20. Experimental Studies of Diffusion in Alloys
F
21. Phase Diagram Studies in Space
i 22. Measurement of Vapor Pressure of Corrosive Materials
_ 23. Basic Studies of Gas-Surface Reactions
_ 24. High Temperature Insulations
25 Structural Ceramics
26. Ceramic Fibers for Composites
_ 27. Large Area Polymer Films for Space Applications
28. Adhesive Bonding of Large, Erectable Structures in Space
29. Long Life Polymeric Protective Coatings for Space Applications
30. Long Life Adhesives for Space Applications
31. High Temperature, HJ_h Thermal Conductivity Polymeric Materials
32. Improved Electrical Conductivity Polymeric Materials
33. Retention of Liquid Lubricants by Passive Means Under Passive
Conditions
%
_- 34. Retention of Liquid Lubricants "in Place' Under Dynamic Conditions
35. Effects of the Space Environment on the Properties of Specific
Pclymeric Materials
r
36. Space Repair of Polymers in Electronic Assembliesc
37. Basic Studies of the Relation Between Molecular Structure and
; Mechanical Behavior of Polymers
38. Basic Studies of Polymer Matrix Composite Structure Behavior
39. Basic Studies in Electrochemistry
40. Physics and Chemistry of Organic Superconductors
41. Low Thermal Expansion Composite Materials for Space Structures
_ 42. Standardization of Composite Materials Processing and Testing
43. Effect cf Long Duration Space Exposure on Properties of Composite
Materials
44. Characterization of Damage Mechanisms Associated with Failure and
_ Degradation of Composite Materials
_ 45. Manufacturing of Composite Materials in Space
/
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46. Materials and Processes for Assembly of Structures in Space
47. Basic Solid State Physics of Metal Matrix Composites
48. Studies of Creep and Fracture Mechanisms in Composites
Sub Total 48
O_unity Driven
49. Development of Directionally Solidified Eutectic Compounds in
Space
50. Containerless Casting and Shaping of Reactive Metals in Space
51. Fabrication, Assembly, and Joining of Materials for Large Space
Structures
52. Space Processing of Ceramics and Glass
Sub Total 4
K
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LIST OF
CANDIDATE FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
5a Refractory Metal Heat pipes
5b Refractory Metal Contamination
7 Light Metal Alloys - Long Time, Low Earth Orbit Exposure on
Mechanical Stability
9a Processing and Use of Chemically-Active Metals in Space and
Planetary Environments
9b Solid-Solid Metal Embrittlement in the Space Environment
i0 NDT/NDE - Earth and Space
ii Influence of Long Term Space Exposure on Localized Plasticity in
Metals
12 Solar Cell Solder Connections with Extended Life During Thermal
Cycling in Orbit
i_ Joining Metals in Space
19 Solid State Diffu.¢,ion Studies
21 Phase Dia,lram Studies at Low P_'essure and Zero g
22 High Temperature Vaporization Studies of Corrosive Molten Salts
28 Adhesive Bonding of Large Erectable
29 Long Life Polymeric Protective Coatings for Space Applications
30 Long Life Adhesives for Space Applications
31 High Temperature High Thermal Conductivity of Polymers for Space
App] ication
32 Improved Electrical Conductivity of Polymers for Space Application
33 Rete tion of Liquid Lubricants by Passive Means in Space Environ-
.i ment Under Passive Conditions
34 Retention of Liquid Lubricants "in Place" Under Dynamic Conditions
Using Barrier Films and Labyrinth Seals
35 Effects of the Space Environment on the Properties of Specific
_ Polymers
¥
[
%
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36 Space Repair of Polymers in Electronic Assem_ _es
43 Long Term Space Exposure of Composite Materials
44 Effects of Space Environment AL Effects on Fatigue and Fracture
of Advanced Filamentary Composite Structural Materials
49 Development of Directionally Solidified Eutectic Compounds in
Space
50 Containerless Casting and Shaping of Reactive Metals in Space i
51 Fabrication, Assembly and Joining of Materials _or Large-Space _ _
Structures
i
52 Space Processing of Ceramics and Glass
%
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1
t TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Materials with High PAGE 1 OF I
Thermal Conductivity and High Thermal Conductivity and High Strength at High
Temperatures for Rocket Motor Nozzles
2. TECHN()I,OGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop new alloys (e.g., Copper-silver
system) with higher strength at elevated temperatures (above 600°C) combined wlt[
hisb thermal conductivity to allow regeneratlvely-ccoled liquid rocket engines tc
be run at higher stresses and, therefore, more ettlclently.
i. CUI{RENTSTATE OF ART:
f
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE,'.K'RII'TI()N ()1." TI.'CIINOI,OGY
A Metallurgical study of solution and particle strengthening across phase
changes at high temperatures for the copper-silver-zlrconlum alloy system is
needed. Perhaps tungstem or other refractory metals in solution would
suffice. Of course, any particulate rtrengthenlng would have to be
effective at high temperatures without causing low teL_perature embrlttlement.
The alloy must be castable, forgable and machinable _n addition to the
required physical and mechanical properties. If an alloy shows promise
Space Shuttle Main Engine Nozzle forglngs should be made for direct
comparison with current engine hardware. A successful result could be
incorporated as a running model change in SSME.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,r'] A,[-] B,E] C/D
6. RATI()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Regeneratlvely cooled, rocket motor nozzles are limited by heat transfer _ate,
hence thermal conductivity and thickness of the alloys used. Currently,
copper alloys provide the maximum thermal conductivity but are lacking in
high temperature strength. Higher strength and low cycle thermal fatigue
resistance would allow the use of higher pressures and thinner walls for
improved heat transfer and thermo-dynamic efflclencies, not to mention
lighter weight and longer llfe. This is a case where small improvements in
the high temperature strength of available alloys would produce a major cost
savings.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i 2
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2 i
,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Higher Temperature PAGE 1 OF _4 _! :,
Superconductors i '
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop higher temperature super-
conductors to allow development of improved extraterrestrial power systems,
space instruments, high-speed computers, and power transmission capabilities.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Experimental superconductors have critical
temperatures up to 23 K. Systems have only operated to 4.2K. ,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCRIPTI()N ()I."TECIINOLOGY
Superconductors with critical temperature above 77K are highly desirable for
a number of space applications. Currently, critical temperatures up to
23K have been shown in the laboratory, but only to 4.2 K in operating _
sys terns.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,["=]B,[ ='] C/D
6. I{ATI(_NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a.) Improved superconductors with transition temperatures significantly
higher than 20K would beneflciably impact a variety of space-related
fields, particularly by reducing the bulk and cost of the required
refrigeration equipment. Currently available superconductors require
cooling to liquid helium temperatures; increases in the transition
temperatures for useful superconducting materials to liquid hydrogen
or liquid nitrogen temperatures would be quite advantageous.
b.) Superconductors are important components in a variety of applications.
In the power field, magnetohydrodynamic and certain fusion power system
concepts require strong field deriveable from superconducting magnets.
The potential development of antl-matter power systems in the next
century also should benefit from improved superconducting magnets.
The speed and capacity of large computers is greatly increased through
the use of superconductors to transmit information bits. This
application is currently receiving attention for ground-based computers
= where the size of the relrigeratlon equipment is not a major problem.
_- Increased superconducting transition temperatures would reduce the size
I of the required refrigeration equipment and enhance the use of higher-
! speed larger-capacity computers in space. TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL --
i ( ee e
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,Higher Temperature PAGE 2 OF 4_
Superconductors •
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
ii
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The strong electron-phonon coupling which promotes superconductivity at
very low temperatures also contributes to loss of superconductivity at
higher temperatures. There are physical reasons for believing that
superconductivity may not be attainable above 40K in alloys or compounds.
9. POTENTIALALTERNATIVES:
Use of available superconductors with large refrigeration
systems is the only apparent alternative.
i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL .Z_
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
)
i 4 BEFRODUC_,rrY OF THE
_I4KNAL PAGE IS Dn,_p
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2
i* , • | H ,,
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Higher Temperature PAGE 3 OF 4.__
Superconductors l
ii , , , , ,,,,,,
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
76 _
' 82] ]I" _ '
SCHEDUI,E ITEM I
!.,4 77 7_ 79 80 81 83 84 85 86187 88'89 90 91]
TE CtlNOLOGY3.2.1. ,i Ii ',I I! Ill; ipl': 1. L
4. i i I I
I
[ I I5. i
! J I i j
APPLICATION i . [
i
I
1. Design (Ph. C) I , I !
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations ,.
i
4. ! i I
l:). USAGE SCHEDULE:
__ II
TFC HNOI.OGY NEED DATE TOTAL I
14. REFERENCES:
i.) Outlook for Space, NASA, July 15, 1975.
: " 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.coM_o_r.TonaaE_Om^aD,ESTLD.SaZLEV^_T
{ ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARORAIX)R¥.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OIt_EIIrt, P AND REPORTED. ,. MODEL T£STED IN AIRCRAf'T ENVIRON.MF:NT.
: $. TIIEORy F_OI'Mt'LATED TO DESCI_:BE PIIF.NOMENA. ?. MODEL TZSTED IN SPACE ES%qRONMENT.
$. 'I"dEOlh TF S'I'ED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. NI_W CAPAilII,ITY D/I_IV]-'D FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODFI,, OPEI_TIONAL MODEL.
_ 4. PEHTINLNT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I. I_LIAIMLITY U_RAI}ING oF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
) _ £.G., bIATEI(fAL, ('O.*,'PO%t'._T, ETC. 10, LIFETIbIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODFL.
i i mm . m I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENT NO. 2
ii i I , i i | i ,, I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hlsher Tmaperature PAGE 4 OF
Superconductors
(continued)
6. There are a large number of particle and radiation detection instruments
dependent on magnetic fields which would benefit from improved super-
conductors. These applications include spectrometers, radio telescopes,
Josephson effect detectors, and others.
I
The advent of higher temperature superconductors would impact also on power
transmission applications. These applications would include large solar
power collection systems in space and routine transmission of large amounts
: of power on earth.
c.) Quantitative description of systems improvements Is not possible at
the present time.
d.) The advent of 77K-plus superconductors would significantly reduce
the weight of the required refrigeration system and improve the
efficiency of various superconducting components. New alloys and
compounds would be fabricated by various techniques, including
splat-coollng to obtain metastable structures. These materials
would be characterized in terms of their transition temperatures
and other electrical and magnetic parameters. Techniques for
fabricating the most attractive materials into usable forms, such
as clad cable, would be developed.
6
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 3
...... i
_6
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF L
. Lunar Extractive Metallurgy (low priorities) .
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop new or modified processes
for extraction of AZ, H_, Ye, Ti, Si, Th, ceramics, and glasses from Lunar
materials.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCI{II'TION O1."TFCIlNOLOGY
Justification and Scope: The orderly exploration and explortatlon of our
Solar System is anticipated to include the establishment of a Lunar Colony,
small (3-12 man) at first but increasing with time into a much larger
permanent base. (100 plus men) The time scale suggested by yon Puttkamer
envisions the establishment of the larger Lunar Colony by about the year
2000. This colony will become increasing more self-sufflclent with time,
relying on lunar mlnerals as sources for oxygen and constructional
materials and becoming gradually independent from supplles shuttled from
Earth.
Initially, it is expected that the lunar fines can be sentered or melted
and cast into useful forms. Ultimately, materials such as AI, Mg, Fe, Ti,
Si, Th, ceramics, and glasses will need to be extracted from lunar mlnerals, i
These extraction processes will be considerably different from those
(Continued)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: F] PRE-A,O A,O B,_ C/D
_. RATIc)NAI,E AND ANALYSIS:
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
II
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2 !
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : PAGE 2 OF 1
Lunar Extractive Metallur_ (low priorities) "
(Continued)
5. developed for Earth use due to the considerably different environment
(hard vacum, i/6 G) and high cost of supplies such as water and power. '|
The probable complexities of such novel, lunar extractive processes
strongly suggest early initiation of developmental studies on Earth to
assure their timely availability.
L
It is anticipated that a 2 man yr/yr effort over a 5-year period should be
sufficient to identify the most promising lunar extraction techniques. !
Subsequent effort would then depend on the extent of further development
required and the then current time frame for Lunar colonization.
Approach: Simulated lunar minerals would be crushed and treated by a
variety of mechanical, electrical, and chemical processes to yield
products amenable to metal extraction. The processes most useful on
Earth for extracting the various metals of interest would serve as start-
ing points, modified as necessary to reflect Lunar conditions.
\
4
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 4
,m | _, , "
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE I OF 2___
Environmental Interactions - Meteoroids and Radiation
'_. TECtIN()I,t)GY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Continue to collect and assess data
on the nature and ma_nltlde of meterold and space radiation effects on metals
during space travel and on nuclear radiation effects on metals from
radioisotopes and reactors.
' _. ('URRERT STATE ()F ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
• 5. DESCliII,TI()N ()F TECIINOI,OGY
Meteoroids. While meteoroids constitute a potentially damaging hazard in
space, the measurements and experiences to date strongly suggest that, in
actuality, the denser is not as great as was originally expected. This
variation between expectations and experience is attributed largely to the
difficulty of obtaining reliable data on the frequency, size, density,
velocity, and distribution of meteoroids. Concern is lessened since it is
probable that no more than one spacecraft has been lost during the past 17
years to meteoroid impact. Currently, the need is for better data so that
spacecraft can be more properly designed rather than overdesigned for the
desired degree of meteoroid protection.
(Continued)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [_ PRE-A,[-] A,r] B,r =] C/D
#; RA'l'lq }NAI.I._ AND ANAI.YSIS:
Data on meteoroid and space radiation characteristics and effects on
materials must continue to be analyzed as they are accumulated. Specific
significant problem areas mu_t be addressed if and when they are identified.
Nuclear radiation effects on materials must also continue to be analyzed.
The nuclear environments expected in actual reactor applications must be
simulated as best possible during experimental exposures in order to produce
applicable results. In particular, the effects of fast reactor exposures
must be accurately characterized.
_ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
: 9
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 4 •
__ ": _ .--- . _ ,,• ,, , ,,,,_, , , ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. PAGE 2 OF 2 _
Envlronmenta_._nteractlons - Meteoroids and Radia_1_
5.
Space Radiation. _pace radiation _mzards conslsr prr;c_-_ly of solar flares . :
(protons and helium nuclel), cosmic radiation _l.<L_ly protons and helium
nuclei), and r_di_.tion belts surrounding Earth_ ..,:t.lter,and Saturn _"
(protons and eicctrons). These radlations, ;,_:,.Icularlysolar flares, can
be hazardous to llfe, but their effects r.,_tvr!.als are generally minimal, '
except possibly for elec_ronlc materLnl_. _. _or the meteoroid problem
the current need is for more deEinitive ;._:. >n space radiation effects to
allow the design of proper protecLion, ,#h_nneeded.
Nuclear Radiation. In contrast to space radi'_tion and meteoroid effects, the
effects of nuclear radiation on near-by _terials are generally significant.
These effects include degradaclon of mechanical properties (embrlttlement
and loss of strength) and transmutation to other elements. For in-reactor
materlals, shielding is not possible and contructionalmaterlals must be
selected based on know_ radiation effects and design limitations. Shielding
iz of course possible 3or the protection of near-by out-of-core materials,
but here too it is desirable to employ materials exhibiting mlnimal effects.
The efforts which have been on-golng on characterization of radiation effects
need to be continued and modified as requirements and environments become
better defined.
The estimated level of effort is a continuing 1-2 men yr/yr effort on
analysis of potential meteoroid and space radiation effects on materials
and a continuing 5 man yr/yr effort on analysis of nuclear radiation
effects on materials.
iii i i i , --
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 5
l| J,,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE_: Development and Charac- PAGE I OF 4__..
terlzatlon of Refractory Netals for Space Power Systems "_
2. TECHN()I.OGY CATEGORY: Structural and Spacecraft/Hechanlcal
;3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIR&D:Develop nee allo_s of Cb, Ta, Ho, N,
_d Re_ characterize their properties r and develop appropriate fabrication
technlques to support the develop m_._nt of extraterrestrial nuclear power and
propuAslon systems.
-I.CURRENT STATE OF ART: Many refractory alloys have been developed but are
inadequately characterized for iong-tlme service. Specialized fabrication tech- ' _
nlques need to be developed some applications. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3..
5. DESCI;i"TI()N (_D' TECIINOI.OGY
The short time creep behavior of most refractory alloys has been character-
ized. However, the Iong-tlme behavior ( >1000 hrs.) needs to be better
characterized, partlcularly as affected by grain size, contamination, and
corrosion. Corrosion reactions with liquid metal working flulds need more
study, particularly as affected by contamlnts and impurities, f_- loops and
heat pipes. Sputter yield data is neede_ for refractozy and other alloys
to assist iv the selection of materials for use in plasmas, such as in
electrlc thruster and KFD propulsion systems. Speclallzed fabrication
techniques need to be developed for fuel clads and heat pipes. Some of
these applications will likely require addltlonal alloy _¢velopment.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: C] PRE-A,_ A,r_ B,P] C/D
6. RATI_NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
(s) Two payload experiments are suggested in the refractory metals area:
i. Determination of space contamination effects (from near-space
residual gases) on operation of refractory metal/llquld metal heat
pipes; and
2. Determination of space contamination effects on creep properties of
refractory metals.
In both of these experiments, retention of useful strength for long time
(several years) is the critical parameter.
(b) Further development of refractory metals techuology will benefit nuclear
fission, fusion and radioisotope power syst#_, various advanced
propulsion systems such as electric thrusters, _nd hlgh-temperature
heat pipes for various applications.
(c) For most of these refractory metal appllcatlons, quantitative
improvement parameters cannot be given because the systems are in such
early stages of development. In general, refractory metals are
required to assure.
' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 10
===
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D" FINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRFMENT NO. 5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Development and Charac- PAGE 2 OF 4
terlzation of Refractory Metals for Space Power Systems
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
!_. POTENTIAl. AI.TERNATIVES:
The problem of space contamination of refractory metals may be at least
partially alleviated through the use of shields.
1o. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The long time creep behavior of columblum alloy C - 103 is being studied
in support of the Mini-Brayton Radioisotope Power System (2 KWe) under RTOP
506-23-4
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 7
11. REI,ATED TECHNOI,OGY REQU_EMENTS:
i
i
REPRODUCIBILITYOF TEE
/ 12 @RlalqAL PAGEIS POOR !
1977006973-028
T I I ''!
!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 5
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Development and Charac- PAGE 3 OF 4
• _ i
terlzation of Refractory Metals for Space Power Systems
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR _
SCHEDUIE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 $9 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.
o
3.
4.
5.
APPLICATION _ :
I. Design (Ph, C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations •
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
i
TOTAL
TECIINOI.OGY NEED DATI'. L
l
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
1-t. REFERENCES:
I. Outlook for Space, NASA, July 15, 1975
2. W.D. Klopp, LeRC, Aug. 12, 1975
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOnaREADmARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TIfF LABOR.AI_)RY.
I. P,A$1C PHENOMENA OBSERVI:D AND REPORTED. 6, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI, T ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY I-'OIiMULATED TO DESCIHBE PIIFNOMENA. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACF ENVIRONMENT
3. T}IFOIUt TI. STED B'Y PHYSICAL EXPERIMIkNT 8. NEW CAPA|III,ITY DLRIV'I-:D FRtIM A MUCII LE,KSER
OR MATIIEMATICAI. MODFI,, OPERATIObAL MODEL.
4, PERTIN}.NT I-UNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DFMONSTRATED, 9, RELIARILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA rh _NAI. MODEL
[ E.G,, MATEItL_I., C(_,_'pOhENT, ETC. 10, LIFEThME EXTENSION OF ANOI'LRATION_I, MOI)FL.
; 13 !
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. , 5
,, i i ill in i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Development and Charac- PAGE 4 OF
terizatlon of Refractory Metals for Space Power Systems
6. (continued) adequate system lifetimes.
(d) Ultimately, the development and characterization of
refractory alloys must be carried to Level i0, "llfe-
time extension of an operational model." This will 4
require several decades of development and operating
experience in the intended applications.
J
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 6
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fracture Toughness/ PAGE I OF 2
Strength Optimization of Hish Strength Structural Alloy Systems
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: (9) Structural and Spacecraft Hechanlcal
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improvement in fracture toughness &
of medlum-hi_k strength structural alloysK T./OXS21 for ferrous alloys and
3'
titanium alloys
.i. CURRENT STATE OF ART: K_¢_¥S _.5 (ferrous alloys)KIc_3TS _0.75
titanium alloys
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIilI,TION OF TECItNOLOGY
Structural metal alloy systems have reached a highly matured state of
development in achieving high static strength levels through alloying
additions and process treatments. However, the utilization of
materials at high static strength levels has resulted in problems of
fracture control of hardware where failure is manifested by defect or
crack instability. Higher strength levels have generally been _
accompanied by lower fracture toughness properties in a given alloy
system. This in turn can result in fracture instability at smaller
defect or flaw sizes more difficult to identify through inspection
techniques. The utilization of materials in this high strength
condition has resulted £. service failures which currently force the f
design specialist to sacrifice strength in order to achieve some
deslrable fracture control. (continued)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,['_ A,F'! B,_ C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Improvements in fracture toughness of high strength structural metals in
the neax term will be obtained by a more thorough understanding of the
micro-mechanical processes governing crack instability in given alloy
systems and subsequent optimization of thermal and mechanical treatments
and more complete characterization of strength-toughness properties over
the entire range of conditions obtainable. This will be accomplished
largely through experimental programs. Improvement of fracture toughness
of high strength materials over the long term will require advanced alloy
development programs.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
I 7
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mDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 6
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fracture roughnessl PAGE 2 OF 2
_. Strength Ootimization of High Strength Structural Alloy Systems
j
This design rationale now dictates a weight penalty in primary structure
and tankage materials in the Space Shuttle and could have similar impact
on advanced space transportation systems.
R_RoDUC[B[LITYOF THE
ORI4[NALPAG_ 18POOR
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DEFINITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT N(). 7
1 TECtINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Utilization of PAGE 1 OF __1
Magnesium Beryllium and Beryllium-Aluminum Alloys in Advanced Space i "
St tue _ '"
_II_F()IX)GY CATEGORY: (9) Structural and Spacecraft Mechanical
3 OBJECTIVE ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To provide additional data base :
•
relating to secondary design considerations for use of thin gage, light alloys
in advanced spacecraft application
i. ('UIH{ENTSTATE OFART: Utilization of alloys 0.5 - 1.0 mm thick in non-
space environments
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIIII'T[()N ()1." TI.;('IIN()I,OGY
The need for high stiffness critical large space structure for
application as antennae members, space station components, and
power generation components will require additional development
and chacterization for beryllium and berylllum-aluminum alloys.
The high stiffness/denslty ratio beryllium and beryllium-aluminum
alloys coupled with the potential for utilizing metals and joining
technology make these alloys strong candidates for stiffness
critical members of large space structures.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,r-] A,[_ B,C] C/D
6. I_A'I'I()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Deficient technology areas include process optimization for reducing
costs, understanding and dealing with potential toxicity problems,
and expanding the data base for secondary design considerations
including earth environment time dependent processes of corrosion and
fatigue, and improvement in toughness of these alloys.
Identification of high cost process variables and optimization of
manufacturing technology for frabrlcated hardware is necessary, and
experimental programs to characterize material performance under
mission simulation requirements should be conducted. A development
program for improved toughness of these alloys should include thermo-
mechanical processing techniques.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 8
t TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 1
Low Cycle Thermal Fatigue of Superalloys
2. TECIINC)I,OGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop data on low cycle thermal
fatigue of currently available alloys over range of casting, forging and heat
treatin_ conditions for extendin_ llfe of turbo pump components in high-
pressure liquid rocket motors.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE,"_'I{II'TI()N ()l: TI"CI1N()I,OGY
Data are required to determine maximum temperature operation in air
oxygen and hydrogen, at reversed stresses into the plastic zone of
super alloys such as Incoloy 713 C and Mar M 246 for use in nozzles,
rotors and blades of high-pressure turbo-machlnery. Even minor
improvements of Space Shuttle Main Engine llfe based on a firm
prediction of material characteristics will result in major cost
savings.
Scope: The large number of specimens necessarily requires that this
program will take at least 2 years and employ some very specialized
test apparata for the high pressure phase, at least.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O PRE-A,_] A,[_ B,O C/D
6. RATI()NAI.I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
Space Shuttle Main Engine and other Advanced flight-weight turbo-pumps
have a limited life because they are often stressed to near-yield on
each run-up at the same time they are exposed to maximum operating
temperatures and an embrittllng environment such as hydrogen gas at
high pressure. Simple improvements in heat-treatment, surface
conditioning or coatings could greatly increase llfe. Even an
understanding of what variable in the environment is the most
deleterious could lead systems designers to optimize conditions for
improved cyclic llfe. This is a case where a better understanding of
available alloys would be helpful.
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
I
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fati_ue_ Fracture and PAGE I OF 4_.
Life Prediction of Metallic Structures Exposed to Chemical Environments.
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:To develop an adequate understanding
of the time dependent interaction of chemical environments with metallic
materials such that the life-time of space related structures may be extended
and/or their failure may be accurately and rellably preolcted. (_ont'd)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DEtK'RII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
• If we are to reliably and accurately predict the life of metallic structures
exposed to space related, chemical environments, we must develop the basic
understanding of the kinetic and mechanistic aspects of both the interaction
processes and the processes by which degradation can occur. Because these
are complex problems we must use an ordered approach; first developing our
technology on the simplest alloy systems in the more complex and combined
environments as indicated in the enclosed flow chart. Simultaneously we
must maintain our ability to develop im_edlate solutions to specific
engineering, chemical compatabillty problems.
Our goal must be to develop the basic understanding of the chemical
interactious and the processes of degradation. With this, we will be able
to develop accurate and reliable, quantitative models for llfe prediction,
to select optlum alloys and mlcrostructures for use in space related chemical
environments and to develop our potential to design alloy systems for use
in space and pla_r___S BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[7 A,Q B,O C/D
6. RATI()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
As the use of space increases, the demands on materials will become more
and more severe. Payload sizes will grow and the need for light weight,
high strength structures will increase. Some will require reuse. Flight
durations will increase extensively with corresponding increases in the
length of environmental exposure. Comet and asteroid rendezvous and
planetary entry and exploration will become realities. Such increases in
the profiles of the missions will demand an increased understanding of, and
the ability to predict, the potential degradation of structural materials
exposed to potentially aggressive chemical environment be they gaseous,
liquid or solid.
Under the present mission model, our lack of understanding and our inability
to accurately predict the potential degradation of metallic structures
exposed to potentially active chemical environments limits the efficient
utilization of materials. For example the use of light weight, high
strength titanium alloys or high strength steel alloys to replace the less
efficient aluminum structures is limited by our knowledge and ability to
control their degradation by simple chemical environments such as salt
water, humidity, or gaseous hydrogen.
(Cont'd)
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 9
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fatigue, Fracture and PAGe2 OF 4
Life Prediction of Metallic Structures Exposed to Chemical Environments.
3. (Continued)
Chemical environments include gas, liquid and solid phase environments such
as those anticipated to be encountered on earth, in space and during
planetary entry and exploration. To be identified are the specificity of
the interactions; the kinetic influences of temperature, pressure and
potential synergistic effects fo combined and/or changing environments;
and mechanisms of degradation including the influences of metallurgical
parameters such as microstructure and alloy additions and external parameters
such as mode of loading and degree of stress triaxlality in order that the
optimum materlal can be selected for the specific space related applications.
6. (Continued)
In general, predictive models for flaw growth in aggressive chemical
environments are non existent. Even our ability to accurately identify
critical structural areas which may require continued monitoring or
refurbishment in reusable structures is many times lacking.
In low-earth-orbit transportation systems the use of heavy hydrocarbon
propellants to replace sold propellants will require a significant
technological advance in our ability to predict the behavior of light weight,
high strength metals as reusable tankage. Even our ability to accurately
predict the life-time of a light weight, reusable hydrogen tank is lacking.
The safe removal of many hazardous payloads from earth will require a
significant advance in our understanding of the interaction of a metal with
its chemical environment. As an example, nuclear waste disposal will require
containment of severely chemically aggressive material with total and
complete assurlty even during a launch pad abort or a mission abort and
return to earth. Similar problems are found to exist in the transport of
nuclear systems into slate for space power and propulsion or for power
generation for use on earth. Such applications of materials will require
complete and accurate life prediction models which presently are not
available.
During extended missions, where times become very long, material combinations
which are normally considered comparable may be found to be incompatable.
Problems may be encountered not only in the long term storage of active
propellants such as ammonia or metastable hydrogen but also in the
compatability of normally consider safe interactions such as coatings,
platings, or any area in where dissimilar metals may be in contact. For
very long time life-prediction the time dependent interactions of active
environments must be totally understood in order that accellerated testing
techniques may be developed to reliably predict the life-time of metallic
structures in contact with chemical environments normally thought to be
non-reactive.
The anticipated rendezvous with comets a_,dasteroids and planetary probes
landers and rovers will require a significant technology advance in our
(Cont'd)
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. . 9 _
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fatigue, Fracture and PAGE3 OF 4_._
Life Prediction of Metallic Structures Exposed to Chemical Environments.
6, (Continued) _
understandingof materials compatability. As an example, the life time of _ '
most efficient structural metals exposed to these potentially severe conditions
of pressure, temperature, ad corrosive environment can not presently be = ,
predicted. ! '
Finally, our materials technology has been primarily designed for use in the
chemical environment of earth. This technology may not be the best for _
materials use in the total chemical environments of space, the moon or other
planets. Many alloy systems which have proved to be poor performers or which
would never be considered for development on earth may perform very well in
the special chemical environments encountered in space. A@ an example, alloy
systems having major or minor concentrations of the earth-reactive elements of
Lithium, sodium, potaslum, and others may yield unique properties which could
not be obtained and in fact may never have been considered through the use of
our earthbased technology. Such systems should be explored in detail for the
more efficient use of materials in space.
!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i0
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 2__
NDT/NDE - Earth and Space
2. TECIINOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To advance the technology of non-
destructive methods for the detection and evaluation of (Cont'd)
-i. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
/
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRII'TION Ol.'TECIINOLOGY
The probability of detection and the estimate of flaw slze vary wlth the
non-destructlve technique employed and the slze and nature of the flaw.
Horeover, the human factor _arries a very hlgh weight in such determinations.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [-]PRE-A,r'] A,D B,r] C/D
6. IiATIt_NAI.FAND ANAI,YSIS:
Specimens representing different geometries containing defects of various
types and sizes wlll be examined non-destructlvely in both space and earth
environments In order to determine, on a probability basis, the lower llmlt
of flaw detection and flaw slze and shape. After such evaluations, the
specimens wlll be destructively examined in order to determine the exact
nature of the flaws.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl,
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 10
•u , ,, i, , ,,,
,, , i s •
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : PAGE 2 OF 2_.
NDT/NDE - Earth and Space
3. (Cont'd)
macroscopic flaws in metallic materials with primary emphasis on
standardization of procedures and interpretation and qualtization of
results, and to incorporate such information within d,sign, manufacturing,
and service stages of components and structures.
R_RODUCIBILrrYOF THE
ORIal_AL PA6E m POOR
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DEFINITI¢)N OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 11
i I g
I TECtINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Development of Elastic- PAGE I OF 2__
Plastic Failure Criteria
2. TECI[N(>I,(>GY CATEGORY:
3. _)BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. To establish the dependence of the
d=e_ree of stress triaxiaillty and other factors which promote plastic behavior
on the subcritical flaw growth in space related metallic structures. (Cont'd)
t. ('UliRENT STATE _)F ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES('IHI'TI()N ()i." TECIIN()I,OGY
o
In a number of space related structures, materials and/or designs will
be employed in which local yeilding of the structure will occur prior
to failure. Examples of such structures include, but are not limited
to large, thin wall, space tankage. Under such conditions, it Js
imparative to quantitatively understand the influence of localized
plastic behavior on the time depende,c parameters of subcritical flaw
growth rate and strain-energy release rate. Such parameters are
required in order to accurately and reliably predict the lifetime of
a specific metallic structure and to reliably predict its mode of failure,
i.e., leakage or catastrophic fracture. Such criteria presently are not
available. Additionally, a knowledge of elastlc-plastic behavior will
permi_ a better prediction of the critical monitoring points which will
• indicate the need for refurblshmenC in reusable space structures.
P/I. REQUIREMI'NTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,rl A,r_ B,r] C/D
#; I{A'I'P_KAI.I.IAND ANAI.YSIS:
To adequately predict the elastic-plastic behavior of most structural
members in space, we must develop accurate and r¢llable failure
criteria. In order to do this, the contribution of pl_stlc zon s_ze
or degree of stress trlaxiality to the rates of subcrltical crack
growth and energy release must be established as a function of both
material and configuratlonal parameters. Mechanical strength and
ease and form of plastic defor_'atlon are examples of materlal parameters,
while wall thl 1ness is a ,=o_llgurational parameter. From this
knowledge stard,_rdized tes.: techniques can be established and an accurate
and reliable failure criteria can be developed.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl.
}
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 11
I. TECI[NOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Development of Elastic- PAGE 2 OF 2
Plastic Failure Criteria
3. (Cont'd)
To develop the quantitative understanding required for predictive models
which may be used to establish elastic-plastic failure criteria as applled
to unique space structures, such as thin wall containers, in an effort co
better understand the conditions underwhlch leakage or rapid failure may i
Occur.
_EPRODUCr_I!I_YOF TH_
Ohh_lXAb PAGE ISPOOR
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 12
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Cell Solder PAGE 1 OF 1_._
Connections with Extended Life During Thermal Cycling in Orbit
'2. TECtlN()IA)GY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop an improved Joint-solder •
combination for silicon solar cells to eliminate embrittlement by inter-
metallic compound formation and, chereb_ withstand prolonged thermal cycling
in orbit. ,
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DFSCRII'TI()N ()1." TECItNOI.OGY "
Currently, lead-tln solder reacts with silver and titanium barrier and
contact layers causing embrittlement and mechanical breakage of
individual joints resulting in reduced power output with time in orbit.
A study of the compatability and reactivity of metals in the contact,
barrier and solder to eliminate formation of embrittling inter-metallic
compounds will lead to new barrier layers or improved solders for solar
cells.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: E] PRE-A,[-] A,[_ B,[-] C/D
(; I{ATI( )NAI.I," AND ANAI,YSIS:
Solar cell arrays operating in earth orbit go through a large thermal
gradient as much as 120°C from sun to earth shadow. Most of the effects
of the thermal gradient can be accounted for in designs (e.g., thermal
expansion) but embrittlement of the solder joint to the contact layer on
the cell cannot. Hard inter-metallic compounds are formed by diffusion
which become loss in power output. Heretofore, large solar arrays
(skylab, HEAD, etc.) have been over-designed in expectation of reduced
output with time. However, longer life and increase of power require-
ments for energy programs in space or on earth will preclude such a
cavalier __atment of the problem. This can be solved by careful
attention to the metallurgical bond in the Joint and barrier layer.
c TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i
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DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOIA)GY REQUIREMENT NO. 13
1. TECtINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): PAGE 1 OF 1
Joining Metals in Space
'2. TECIIN()I,()GY CATEGORY:
:;. ()I3JEC'I'IVI.:/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED: To easily and reliably produce strong
metallurgical bonds for the space assembly of metallic structures by utilizing
cold reslstance_ and explosive weldin_ techniques.
t. ('[,I_RENT STATE ()I: ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIHI'TI()N ()1.' TI.:CIIN()I,OGY
The placement of very large structures in space, e.g., antennae, solar
cell arrays, etc., necessitates their fabrication "in-situ." Thus,
modular subsystems or individual components must be joined in the
space environment.
P/L RI.:QUIRI-:MI.,NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,["] A,['] B,F"] C/D
_;. I_A'l'l_ _NAI.I. AND ANAI,YSIS:
In the case of cold welding, clean metal surfaces are brought into
intimate contact under moderate pressures which are less than those
required to produce yielding. Slight relative displacements of tne
mating surfaces are employed to insure proper contact. Resistance
welding may be accomplished in much the same way although the
temperature of the joint is elevated by the passage of electric current.
In the case of explosive welding, a contained explosive seam welding
technique will be employed.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEI,
k,
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]977006973-044
FI)EI.'INITI()N OF TECHNOI,()GY REQUIREMENT NO, 14
1 TECIINOI,()GY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): PAGE 1 OF _ ,
Basic Studies of Electromigration in Metals and Alloys i
'2. TECIIN()IA)(;YCATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
• ( *;; ,)bJE('TIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To obtain a basic understanding of
¢
of the electromigration process in metals and alloys in order to provide suidance
in the alleviation of the phenomenon as it occurs or will occur in microcircuitry "
t. ('UIIIIENT STATE ()F ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES(" I{II'T[( )N (_1'" TI'X'IIN()I.OG_
Theoretical and experimental studies extending present work.
p/L RFQUIREMI'.NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,['] a,[_ B,F] C/D
_;. I/A['I( _XAI,K AND ANAI.YSIS:
The electromigration phenomenon occurs at high current d_nsitie§ such as
those found in connecting elements in microcircuits (~i0 amp/cm_) • Under
conditions of high current density mass displacement occurs and breaks can °
form in the connectors. Theoretical studies have defined the phenomenon to
a degree and steps to alleviate the problem have been successful in circuits
of the present state of miniaturization. It is anticipated that the problem
will arise again as reductions in circuit size occur. The research should be
supported at least at its current level.
. TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 15
l TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF l_!_
Theoretical Studies of Diffusion in Alloys
2. TECHN()IA)GY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop a quantitative theory of
diffusion in alloys that will permit prediction of diffusion rates in allo_s of
applications interest.
-i. ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF AI{T:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
• 5. DESCI{II'TI()N()F TEC}INOLOGY
Studies including
i. Calculation of energy of formation and number of vacancies.
2. Definition of elementary Jump processes in ordered and unordered systems.
3. Relation of bonding energy and activation energy for diffusion.
4. Impurity diffusion.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,O A,['_ B,[] C/D
6. I{ATI_NAI.F AND ANALYSIS:
The wide variety of solid systems for which the ability to quantitatively
predict diffusion behavior is needed suggests that the need for basic
research in this field will be long-standing. At present the capabilities
of prediction in the field of alloys is very sketchy. The desirability of
predictive capability is obvious in terms of the costs and the difficulty
of experimentally determining diffusion data.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
, • • |
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 16
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF I
Basic Studies In Catalysis
3. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To obtain a fundamental understanding
of catalyst structure and the mechanism by which catalysts function in order to
provide guidance for formulations for fuel cell oxygen electrode, propellant " .:
catalysts and lite support gas condltlonlng.4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIHI)TI()N OF TECHNOLOGY
Studies including
I. Theoretical specification of compounds having D-band structures like
those of active transition metals.
2. Effect of purity, surface area and surface plan orientation on catalytic
efficiency (possible space preparation of samples)
3. Studies of the nature of active sites.
4. Theoretical calculation of potential distribution and absorbed molecule
configuration for surface having absorbed molecules.
p/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,['_ B,_ C/D(;, RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
The mode by which a catalyst functions in terms of an atomic or molecular
mechanism is still unknown. Recent theoretical research in two areas gives
promise of enlightment. One is the calculation of the perturbation of the
interatomlc potential in the surface as an atom or molecule approaches.
Indications are that alterations result in the electronic structure of the
absorbed species in a way that would increase it's chemical reactivity. The
other theoretical approach propose that the d-band structure of catalystlc
metals can be duplicated in compounds such as carbides. The test of this
hypothesis is worthy of substantial support. Finally, new methods of
preparation of catalyst metals if high purity and flne subdivision should be
use_ and their effects investigated.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
]
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1977006973-047
DEI,'INITI()N OF TECHNOI,()GY REQUIREMENT NO. 17
.l. TI':('IlNt)I.OGY RFt_UIREMENT (TITI,E): PAGE 1 OF 1
Basic Studies of the Mechanisms of Hydrogen Embritt]cment
2. TECIIN()I,()GYCATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. ()B.JE('TIVI';/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop fundamental understanding
of the solid state and surface chemical processes that are involved in the
hydrogen embrlttlement phenomens on order to provide guidance in prediction or
elimination of undesirable effects.
t. ('UI_I{I.:NT STATE ()I" ART:
J
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESt'IHI,TI()N ()1." T1.;CIIN()I.OGY
Studies such as
i. Theory of Hatom-dislocatlon _nteractlons
2. Study of Hatom interaction with the crack tip
3. Mechanism of hydrogen dissociation on surfaces-catalysts and poisons
4. Mechanism of delayed fracture.
P/L REQUIREMI..NTS BASEDON: [--] PRE-A,[-] A,[--] B,F-] C/D
t; I_:\'I'I(_XAI.I._ ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
The problem of hydrogen embrittlement presents itself in a wide variety of
situations. A nonexhaustive list Includes stress corrosion cracking,
of titanium by alcohols, delayed fracture of Nickel bearing materials
exposed to hydrogen, fracture of hydrogen containing tankage and piping.
The wide variety of phenomena in which hydrogen plazsa role implies a
multiplicity of mechanisms. Both theoretical and experimental studies
are needed and should involve multldisopllnary approaches by physicists,
chemists and metallurgists. The present expenditure of effort by NASA
should be augmented.
TO BE CARRIFD TO LEVV!,
?
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|
. DEI,'INITI()N OF TECIINOI.()GY REQUIREMENT N(). 18 i
I1 TE('llNt)I,()GY I{EQUIREMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 ()F
Basic Studies of New Concepts for _o_#r Cells
2, TECIIN()I.()GY CATEG()RY: Basic Materials Research
:_. ()I)JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To examine relevant physical phenomena
in order to develop more efficient methods for conversion of solar energy to
electricity.
t. ('URIH,:NT STATE ()[: ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL
5. I)I,'.S('IHI'TI()N ()l," TI'X'IIN()I.OGY
Studies such as
I. Electron-phonon interactions in semiconductors
2. Study of sensitized optical absorption by dye incorporation or other
methods.
3. Investigation of applicability of materials other than silicon-e.g.,
gallium arsenide.
P/LREQUIREMI..NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,E] A,[-] B,[_ C/D
[; I(A'I'I( )NAl.l._ AND ANAI.YSIS:
The direct conversion of solar energy to electricity has many advantages in
terms of simplicity both in structure and size. The main disadvantage is the
low efficiency imposed by the ilmlted wave length bond involved. The cost
is also a limiting factor and will increase an importance as larger space
structures are considered. At some time the cost of development of solar
cell materials other than silicon (whose development costs were mainly
borne by other application needs) will become reasonable in the face of
factors llke larger demand. Gallium arsenlde is a possible candidate.
Demands for lower costs should also spur basic investigation of the increase
of usable spectral width by the use of dye sensitization and perhaps other
means.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVFL
I
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! I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 19
1. TECttNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 1
Solid State Diffusion Studies in Space
2. TECHN(JLOGY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To obtain diffusion data for systems
requiring very high temperatures and contalnerless conditions for the purpose
of information on high temperature materials.
t. CUI{RENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE_X "[{II'TI()N{H,"TI':CHNOI,OGY
Diffusion experiments involving exposure of samples at high temperature
in the absence of container materials. Sectioning and analysls to be
performed on return to earth.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,r'] A,r] B,r'] C/D
,;. llATI_)NAI,I.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
Diffusion experiments are normally limited to a temperature range whose lower
limit is governed by reasonable time and whose upper llmit is governed by
available means for heating as well as problems of sample interaction with
container materials. The zero gravity and high temperature capabilities
in space are especially useful for diffusion studies in high temperature
materials. The results would be of great value because
i. They would eliminate the need for inaccurate extrapolatlon of Ic.lg time,
low temperature experiments and
2. They would make data available for the investigation of possible changes
in diffusion mechanism at high temperatures.
_F_I_oDUCIBILI'rY OF Till'_,
G}RI_IAL pAGE IS pOOR
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
J
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I I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 20
. ,
1. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 1_ ,
Experimental Studies of Diffusion in Alloys
2. TECHN()I.OGY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:To provide diffusion data for test of
theoretical formulations and to generate a fund of data for systems of
practical interest.
t. CURRENT STATE ()F ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES('I{II'TI()N ()l," TECIIN()I.OGY
Well-controlled diffusion experiments designed to provide diffusion
constants and actiration energies in a variety of alloy systems.
P/LREQUIREMI':NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,r] A,D B,r =] C/D
(;. I_A'I'I( )NAI.1.; AND ANAI.YSIS:
The needs for carefully obtained diffusion data are twofold. The first is
for the development and verification of theoretical formulations. The
second is for the generation of data for systems of frequent interest.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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1977006973-051
F_':FINITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 21
1 TECI[NOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 1
Phase Diagram Studies in Space
'2.TECIIN()I.()GY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. ()BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:
To perform phase diagram studies of phase relation shifts resulting from
low pressure.
t. ('UIII{ENT STATE ()F ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DI.:,'-;t'IiII'TI()N ()1." TI.:CIIN()I.OGY
Construction of phase diagrams by exposure in space and analysis on
return to earth. Systems to be studied initially would be for
experimental convenience. Later studies on systems of importance
to space processing.
P/1, REQUIREMI..NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A0 D a,i ='] B,["I C/D
I;. I,.\l'l_ }NAI.I.; AND ANAI.YSIS:
Experience with vacum melting has shown that under low pressure, phase
relations shift enough from those indicated in phase diagrams determined
at one atmosphere to cause non-homogeniety and gas bubble formation. It
is expected that the problem will also exist in space processing.
Construction of the pertinent portions of the phase diagram must be done
in space because the gravitational effects on the sample generate pressures
which can not be tolerated.
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEI, w
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.... i 1+ "I
DEI.'INITI(JNOF TECIINOIA)GY REQUIREMENT N(). 22
t. TE('IINt)I.()GY I{E(_UIREMENT (TITI,E): Measurement of Vapor .. PAGE I OF__I " +,
Pressure of Corrosive Materlals (Space Experiment)
2. TECIINi)I,t)(;YCATEGt)ItY: Basic Materials Research
:;. ()IiJE('q'IVI';/ADVANCEMENT RE(_UIRED: To provide thermodynamic prcperty
data for nonmetallic materials whose corrosiveness requires that the
measurements be done with levitation and with no container contamination.
t. _'til_llEN'l" STATE ()I." AHT:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
3. DI.;St'IiII'TI()N (H,' T1,X'IINfH.()GY
Langnnulr vaporization rate studies compiled with mass spectrometric
identification of vaporized species. Specimens to be heated and
exposed to high vacuum by shielding from spacecraft outgasslng.
p/l+ REQUIREMI,.,X'rSBASEDON: _ PRE-A,I"! a,[_ B,r_ C/D
(; I{A'I'I( )NAI.I.' AND ANAI.YHIS:
There are many materials whose vaporization modes or themodynamic
properties are poorly known because of their interaction with container
materials. One example is sodium sulfate which is a critical factor
in the hot corrosive phenomenon: widely varylug data are obtained with
various container materials. It is of great importance to the solution
of the hot corrosive phenomenon to obtain better data. Hot corrosion of
the extreme concern for aircraft turbine brackets, marine turbines and
terrestrial power stations.
The need for data obtainable by this experimental technique can be
cited for other instances as well.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVFI,
I
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I)EI.'INITI¢_NOF TECIINOI,()GY REQUIREMENT NO. 23
I. TI';('tIN()I,()t;Y I{E_UII{EMENT (TITI,E): PAGE 1 OF 1
Basic Studies of Gas-Surface Reactions
2. TE('IIN()I.()(;Y('ATEG(_i{Y: Basic Materials Research
;;. t)IHE('TIVF,/AIWANCEMENT REQUIRED:..To gain an understanding of the
details of the interaction of 8as molecules with solid surfaces.
t. ('[,I{IH.:NT S'I'ATI.: (_I," ART:
t
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
i
3. [)I.:S('I{II'TI(_N (H'" TI':('IIN()I,OGY
Studies such as:
i. ESCA and Auger studies of chemlsorbed films
2. Rate measurements using microbalance
3. Mass spectrometric analysis of volatile reaction products
of surface reactions.
P/I, REQUIREMI'.NTS BASED ON: [='1 PRE-A,_] A,[] B,[] C/D
_; I_A'I'I_NAI.I." ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
The interaction of material surfaces with the environment is of manifest
interest in widely varying clrcumstances--from the entry of the sp. :ecraft
into the atmosphere of Venus or Jupiter to the oxidatlon-corroslon of
terrestrial devices. New instrumentation is providing means for gaining
a better microcopic understanding of the details of phenomena such as
chemisorption and physisorption, both of which are steps in gas-surface
reactions. It is now possible to qualitatively, and in some cases
quantitatively, determine the nature of the adsorbed layer (both identify
and valence state), the distribution of the various species over the
surface, as well as in cross section, and the rate of deposition.
(Research of this type is also of importance to the understanding of
catalysis.) Research in this area should be Jupported and aagmented.
1"O BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
tt_a, ltt)l)UCIBll,llY OF THE
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1977006973-054
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RF_QUIREMENT N(). 24
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF
High Temperature Insulations
2. TECHN()I.OGY CATEC_)RY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEI_IENT REQUIRED:, To provide the technology for
improved high temperature insulations.
t. CUI{I{ENT STATE ()F gRT:
3..S BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5. DE,_K'I{II'TI()N ()l" TECllN()I,OGY
Improvements in space power, propulsion, and re-entry systems could
be achieved in part with new or improved high temperature insulating
material_. Power and propulsion systems can perform more efficiently
at higher temperatures, but the associated hardware will need to be
protected. Advanced space transportation systems and planetary probes
also require higher temperature insulating materials between the TPS
and the load-bearlng structure.
P/1, REQUIREMI..N'rs BASEDON: [] PRE-A,r'I A,[_ B,r'l (r.'l)
• T r , ,
_; I{A'rl, riAl.l.} AND ANA[._.'.iI5.
Low thermal conductivity materials should be investigated for their
thermal and mechanical properties at temperatures above 1200 degrees
C, the limlt of current insulations. These studies should be conducted
at temperatures up to 1800 degrees C, or where radiative heat transfer
predominates over conduction. Refractory additives should be
investigated that may block radiative heat transfer. Candidate materials
for investigation should include ztrconia, hafnia, the refractory metal
carbides, nitrates, borides, the zirconates, tltanates, and the silicates
of the refractory systems should then be studies for their flber[zin_
qualities with the goal of producing fibers with diameters less than 5
mils.
T() BE CARRIEI) "1") I.EVE1
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1977006973-055
I I 1 '_
I)EI,'INITI()NOF TECtlNOI,()GY REQUIREMENT N(). 25
l• TECIINt>I+()GY IIE(_UII{EMENT (TITLE): Structural Ceramics PAGE 1 OF__I
2. TECIlN()I,()t;Y CATI,]G()RY:
') L *
.... )bJECTIVI,;/ AI)V'ANCEMENT REQUIRED:
To improve the thermomechanical properties of refractory ceramics.
I. ('[ I{IIE'XT STATE ()F All1":
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5 DI.2S('IIlI'TI(_N (_1' TE('IIN()I.()(;Y
Much progress has been achieved in recent years in improving the performance
of ceramic materials for gas turbine applications. These improvements have
been primarily due to improved methods for designing with brittle materials
and to careful processing methods for controlling the microstructure of
refractory ceramics. These approaches should be applied to those materials
that are of interest to space systems. Materials of interest are the
refractory carbides, nitrides, alumina, beryllln, and carbon composites.
p/I, REQUiREMI,.NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,['] A,[-] B,[] C,'D
+; [l:\['l< )\AI.I: AND ANAI.YSIS:
Advanced .pace transportation systems require improved oxidation resistant,
high temperature materials for nose caps, leading edges, and propulsion
systems. Nuclear power systems need tougher, shock resistant ceramic fuel
elements.
RI,_RoDUC1D1LITYOF THE
ORI_RqAL PAG_ ISPOOR
TO BE CARRIED TO IA,;VEI,
?
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1977006973-056
DEI,'INITI()N OF TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENT NO, 26
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ceramic Fibers PAGE 1OF 1.1
for Composites
2. TECIIN()L()(]Y CATEGORY:
3. !)B3ECT|VE/ADVANCEMENT RE(_UIRED: Provide fibers havin_ low coefficients
of thermal expansion (CTE) for composites for larse space structures.
t. ('UIH¢FNT STATE (iF ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES(" HII'TI( )N ()I," TI,'CIINOI.OGY
Three classes of materials are known to possess low thermal expansion
coefficients--graphlte, amorphous silica, and lithium aluminum silicates.
Additional material systems should be sought. Variations in each of these
systems should be synthesized and processed under different conditions.
These materials should also be characterized for their CTE as a function
of modulus and strength. The CTE of graphite may be lowered to oil
CM/CM/OK or less with new precursers. Heat treatments may lower the CTE
of silica also to oil or lower. A negative CTE may be desirable to
compensate for a positive CTE of the matrix. The lithium aluminum silicate
system should be studies for this application.
P./I, RF.QUIREMI'INTS BASED ON: ["] PRE-A,r"] A,["] B,["] C/D
_; I_ATI()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Missions in the 1985-2000 period will require structures for observational
purposes on the order of lO0 to i000 meters in length or diameter, and with
stability between major elements in the millimeter to centimeter range.
Such large structures, in addition to being light weight, low cost, stable
I
for long times in the space environment, must be thermally inert. Several
ceramic systems are potentially promising for these requirements and should
be investigated.
i TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
1
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]977006973-057
I)EI, INITI()N OF TECItNOL()GY FtEQI_III{EMENT NO. 27
1 TI.X'IINt)I ()GY HEtdUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 4
Large Area Polymer Films for Space Applications
2. TECIINC)I,(>GY CATEGORY: Propulslon_ Structural & Spacecraft/Mechanleal
"_. '.)I).Jl'X'TIVI']/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED:_T he objective of this program is to
evaluate, adapt, and develop processes for the fabrication of large-area, thin
polymer films for space applications.
1. ('[.I_I{EXT S'I'AT1;. ()I ,_ ART:
l
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO ].EVEL
S. DI.:St'I{II'TI()N (_1.' TECIlN()I.OGY
See Page 4
P/LREQUIREMI'.NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,_ A,['_ B,r'] C/D
_; I_A I'I_NAI.I.[ AND ANAI.YSIS:
The Office of Space Science (OSS) has indicated the need for a solar
sailing spacecraft with the ability to gain i0 to 50 Km/sec. additional
speed after Earth departure. This type of propulsion would be used in
Comet and Asteroid Rendezvous and Sample Return Missions and would
require the utilization of a large area, thin polymer film for the solar
sail.
The Aerospace Corporation input to the current OASR workshop has stated
the need for large area (200m2) polymer films for substrate membranes in
unfolding antennas and for large diameter space mirrors.
Polymer films with the large areas required are not presently available
and will require development and adaptation to meet the requirement for
such applications.
• TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5 ,
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1977006973-058
lDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 27 ,I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF 4
Large Area Polymer Films for Space Apulicatlons
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
See Page 4
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Propulsion, Power, Structures
I 43
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1977006973-059
DEI.'INITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 27
PAGE 3 OF 41. TECIlN¢)I,(),',;Y REQUIREMENT (TIT1,E):
Large Area Polymer Films for Space Applications
12. TECIIN()I,()GY RE(2UIREMENTS SCtIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCttEDUI,E ITEM -5 76 77 78[79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 _S !89 90_91
w_
TECHNOLOGY
l.Test & Evaluation
2. Fabrication Developmen
3.Handling Development -
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4. [
1:}. USAGE SCtlEI)UI.E:
]
TOTAL
TEC tlNOI,OGY NE I.:D DATI., L
I
NUMBER OF I,AUNCIIES [
1-t. REFERENCES:
a. OSS Technology Requirements Input ot OAST Workshop
b. Aerospace Corporation Input to OAST Workshop.
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COM_:)NFNT OR/tREADmARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THF LAP, OP,ATORY.
I. PANIC IalIENOMENA OIk';ERV}D AND RFPORTED. e. MODEL TESTEDIN AIRCRAI'T ]:NVIRONM_NT.
2. TIIFORY _(4{Mt'[,AII:I) TO l)k._t IHIW I'II_hOMENA. /. MODELTES'/LD iN Sl'._,('E EN_qR()NMENT.
, 3. THI.'()I_'_ If-SII-D BY PII_'qCAI, EXPERIMENT S. NEW CAPAIlII,ITY DLRIVI-.D FRt)\! A .MUCII I,E,_SER
OR MAR IIFM_tTICAL \I¢)[)1 I,. OIaERAI'IOhAI, MODEL.
4. PLR FIN} N T" _ I N("I'i_)N Ol _. ¢'IIARA('TERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELIAB[I,ITY UPt;RAI)ING O}" _tN (_)PFRA rh ,NAI MOI)LL.
l E.G., MATEI(LXL, ('t_vPO',| NT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LIiATION _:. MOI)} I,,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 27
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE_ENT (TITLE): PAGE 4 OF
Large Area Polymer Films for Space Applications
Commercially available polymer films, such as Kynar, Mylar, Kapton, TFE
Teflon, FEP Teflon and polyethylene will be evaluated for tear and
tensile strengths as well as fold and crease resistance. Joining methods,
including heat sealing, adhesive bonding and mechanical fastening, as
applicable will be developed and evaluated for the fabrications of the
large areas required. Selection and evaluations of coatings and coating
application methods will be conducted to provide high radiation resistance,
high thermal emittance and low solar absorptance to the films. In addition,
packing and storage methods suitable for coated films of this type will be
devised and studied.
i
t
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1977006973-061
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 28
: - ,= , ,
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Adhesive Bonding of PAGE 1 OF
Large, Erectable Structures In Space
3. TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Structural & Spacecraft/Mechanlcal
3. I)BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: The oblectlve of this program is to
develop, evaluate ad demonstrate the materials, techniques, processes and
equipment re uired for assembly b adhesive bonding of the constituent
components o_ large, space-erectable structures.
i. CUI{RENT STATE OFART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCI{II'TI()N()I."TECIIN()I.OGY
See Page 4.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,E] A,_] B,[-] C/D
(; I{ATI()NAI.I.;AND ANAI.YSIS:
The requirement for large, space-erectable structures for future space
missions has been confirmed by the user community both within and without
NASA, For example, the SPART Study indicated the need of such structures
to satisfy example, some of the NASA technology targets, such as large
observatories, industries and utilities. In addition, the Office of Space
Science (0SS) has included such structures in the new technology require-
ments for the period 1985-2000 for missions involving deepspace radiometry,
infrared interferometry and long baseline interferometry. These structures
will be on the order of i00 to i000 meters in diameter or length with a high
order of dimensional stability and a long life expectancy. Further, the
Office of Applications (OA) has stated their need for llght-weight, large
scale arrays for power transmission. The present program encompasses the
development of adhesives and adhesive Joining techniques to be used in the
fabrication of these large structures in space. The advantages offered by
adhesive joining over other Joining methods are, (i) light weight (2) dimen-
sional stability, (3) compatibility with light weight non-metallic and
metallic structural elements, (4) ease of fabrication and (5) minimal tooling
and equipment.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
i ORI_NAL PAGE _ POOR
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1977006973-062
1 I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 28
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Adhesive Bonding of Large PAGE 2 OF _4
Erectable Structures in Space
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
For metallic, erectable structures - Join by welding
For metallic and non-metalllc erectable structures--mechanlcal fastening.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
See Page 4
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Development of large, erectable, space structures for observatories,
industries, utilities, deep-space radiometry, infrared Interferometry, long
baseline interferometry and arrays for power transmission.
r
I
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' I
t
I)EI'INITI()N()F TECIiNOI,()GY IIEQUIREMENT NO. 28
I, TI';('JIN()I.():.;YHI,;(_UIIU';MENT(TITI.E):Adhesive Bonding of Largel'AGE 3 ()I"4__ :-
Erectable Structures In Space
12. TE('IIN()I.()(;YIU+X_UIREMENTS SCIIEDUI.E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
SCItl';DUI,I': ITEM ,75 76 77 78 79 8o _1 ,_2 8:i 81 _5 ,_6 87 _,_ _!_ 90 91
TE CtlNOLOGY - :
1. Raterial Devel. - .
2. Technique Devel.
3. Joint Evaluation
• .| °
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. 1))
3, Operations
I.}. USA(;E SCllE1)UI.E:
' |
TI,;C IIN( _1.()GY N I,:ED DAT I. TOTAL
NUMBER ()F ].At'N('IIES [
1 t I_EFI,;I_EN('I,:S:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM,_SV_TO,,mt_.Am_,A,W,L_rr.t,,._ RH+_.VA;,_
ENVIRONMFN'I IN TI'It" t,AI_)ti._TOI;Y.
1. lb_l(" I'H}.',t_M} NA t)lk'q} }O,'_ D _ND 'l}']_}ll'I _ D, 6. MOD}.L TLS'!. } I) IN AIRCI_t}I } NVIRt)NM} NT.
2. "l'll_ ()R'_ }+q{xlt'luX I [ D 1_} I)[ -< k:BI iql[ NtLM_ NA. 7. MODEL TFS'[I D iN S!'AC} ENVIR{}NM},N 1.
3. lil[_II_ I} '_11 D !P, I'IVI,ICAI, ! NI'I- RIMI'.NT $. NEW CAPABII,IT't D; IUV} I) }|'l_\l A M'T('II I.I-._',I'.R
Olt \lAllli M.IrlCXl \Bq)l I,. OI'ERA_If_I_AI, M(}DLI,.
4. PI-}tll\l'+t }iN( l'+,)N t_+II+{'|IAILk< FIItISTIC |)I-MONSTI_J_TED, 11. I_ELIAIIII,ITSt [Jp_,IiADINCt+I + x+N ¢}P}'I4,.Alh,X'_l ,MOI)LL..
F.(;.. MAT} liIAI , ( t,','p{+,.} ',, I. t !C. 10. I.,IFETIME LXTEN_IO.", O1." AN Ol I I¢.:tTlON ',:. P-+'I+}I}}1,.
!
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] 977006973-064
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,28
i 7,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Adhesive Bonding of PAGE 4OF 4
Large, Erectable Structures in Space w
Terrestrial Effort
The requirement for long life in the space environment will necessitate
the development and evaluation of new adhesive formulations Low outgasslng
characteristics in the hard vacuum of space will be a requisite not only
for the maintenance of structural integrity, but also to minimize the
contamination of critical surfaces, such as sensors, mirrors, and thermal
control surfaces. Other requirements will include resistance to space
radiation and the ability to cuze properly in vacuum. It is anticipated
that premlxing and freezing of the adhesive will be necessary to avoid
the necessity of mixing the resin and catalyst in space for some application.
Thawing of the adhesive and its introduction into the joints in a weightless
environment will require the deveiopment of special equipment and tools.
For other applications, prepreg film adhesives will be used.
Typical, specimen joints will be made and evaluated for strength
characteristics, dimensional stability, and reslsta_ce to simulated space
invironments to select the adhesives for evaluation in space.
Space Effort
Further evaluation of the llfe characteristics of the selected adhesives
will be accomplished by exposure of typical joints to the space environment
on LDFF. Since a six-month exposure is not considered of sufficient duration,
it is recommended that the LDEF mission be extended to 3 years duration so
that joint specimens could be returned at various intervals throughout this
time span by the Shuttle for evaluation of Earth.
The joints will be returned in evacuated, sealed ca_nisters and evaluated
for strength capability and dimensional changes in evacuated chambers
to avoid any Earth atmospheric effects. Such tests will generate data which
will provide for more meaningful extrapolations for longer time periods.
Actual space demonstration of the developed bonding techniques and equipment
will be conducted in orbit outboard the pallet of the Spacelab by experimenters
equipped with space suits. Typical joints will be made in this manner
and returned to Earth under protection in cannisters and evaluated for
strength characteristics as described previously.
u ,if
r
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1977006973-065
: DEI.'INITION OF TECIINOL()GY REQUIREMENT NO ..... 29
i •
I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Long Life Polymeric PAGE 1 OF
Protective Coatings for Space Applications
'2.TECIIN()IA)GY CATEGORY: Structures & Spacecraft/Mechanlcal
3. OBJECTIVF/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop protective coatings of
greater resistance to the space environment for use on solar cells, thermal tapes
circuit boards, etc.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Protective coatings are available with various
space compatibillties (outBassinE_ thermal_ etc.) but are not consistent nor
J
comvletely reliable. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
5. DE_'I{It'Ti()N ()I.' TI':CIIN(JI.OGY
Polymer chemistry has produced several protective coating materials that
have been used in space appllcatlons with success as far as is known (we
need recovered mechanisms to check out their success). The epoxies,
urethanes, silicones, etc. need experimentation in space to determine
their long life usefulness.
P/LREQUIREMF.NTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,C] a,_] B,E] C/D
6. I{A'rl_)NAl.i._ AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) Long life protective coatings are required for protection of external
and internal items. Long life space test results are not available and
must be obtained.
b) LDEF type long duration platform.
c) Long life mission performance will definltely be improved or assurance
of the integrity (as to life) of the coating will be determined.
d) Long duration space flight is necessary in order to bring protective
coatings to level I0.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 1O
1977006973-066
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 29
n,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Long life Polymeric PAGE '2 OF 3
Protective Coatings for Space Applications |,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
To depend upon Engineering extrapolation of earth laboratory data to fulfill
the longer life missions.
m
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Polymer chemistry's investigation into new products and methods of synthesis
of the material.
9. POTENTIAl, AI.q'EI{NATIVES:
None.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS Oil UNPERTURBED TECHNOIA3GY ADVANCEMENT:
To continue outgassing and contamination evaluation of present commercial
products and extrapolation of the data to space applications.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. I{ELATED TECIINOL(>(;Y REQUIREMENTS:
t
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1977006973-067
DEI.'INITION OF TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 29
I. ']'ECllN()I,()GY I{E(_UII{I';MENT (TIT1,E): Lonl_ Life Polymeric PAGE 3 ()l" 3
Protective Coatings for Space Applications
12 TECIIN()I.()(;Y I{F(_UIREMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
i
175 76 [77 7b 7D!_) _1 S2 8:} 8t S5 S6 87 SS 8!) 90 91
i
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM
I
TE CIINOLOGY
1. Analysis --_
2. Development --
3. Testing ---
4. Documentation
5.
!APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (') --
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations .-.
i fl
I;;. USAGE SCIIEI)UI.E:
I
'I'E('IIN()I.()GY NEED DATE 79 TOTAL
l
l.l. IIEFERENCES:
1S. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. coa,,_r._zon m_.^t,_t,^m) I_rt.t,,._ m.z.t.w,.z
ENVINONMFN1 IN T:I} LAPA)K-_I'bI:y.
|" lk_;l(' PHk',I_,ILNA t)lk _,} , ,'t D ANI) '(FlV)i|TkD. I, MOD|.L TE,_! ! D IN AIRCRAFT [, NVIHON.M} NT.
2, TlliOH_t FfqCtlt'LAltl)lol)|,,th:l_f P!IINtLM}NA. ?. MODELTES'fIDiNS!'M'_ E::VIRI).';_4}NI', ",
3. Till (H(_ If _IIl' B'_ l_}l't'qC41 } "xP} lilMf NT I. NEW CAPAI41.1TY l): 141%%D }lh)M A M"C|I |.l.,%,%}.H
' OH .M_I Ill ,_* _TI(" _,l _.I¢)l)! I,. OPERA1 IP-NAI, Mi)DLL.
4. Pt.HILNI_,v }IN('Ftt)NOIIIIIAI{A( I'IRISTIC/)IMONSTRATED, 9. lU:LIARILIT_t ' phlcAIIINCt)! s_'t)p qAiIt,_AI Mc_II, I.
E.C.. MATklCLkI.. I'¢ '_'PO'.} _,T. I ! _'. |O. LlFltTiblE LXTI'.'_41t)._ Of AN O| I.B ION _:. MI)DI' l..
?
t
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-__.___,,._ ....... _........ "_-
1977006973-068
I )
I)EI"INITI()N ()F TECHN()I.()OY I{E(_UIREMENT N(). 3C
1 TV,('I[N()I()(;Y I{EI_UIREMENT (T!TI.E): Long Life Adhesives for PAGE I OF__3
Space Applications
_. TE('IIN( )I,()(;Y ('ATI';G()RY: Structures and Spacecraft/Mechanlcal
:;. _)I_JI".i'TIVI';/AI)VAN('EMENT RE(_UIIiED:_ T" develop improved long life
adhesiCes for use <n space--solar cells, thermal tapes, structural honeycomb.
i. ('II{I_EXTfiTATEt)I,' AI{T: Today's adhesives do a good job with occasional
T/V failures. We do not know their 'space' durabillt_ as none have been
recovered. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
3. l)l,i_i'ltll'Tl()N()I.'I'I.X'IIN()I.<)(;Y
Polymer chemistry must develop adhesives that are 100% reliable after a
long term space exposure (5-10 years) as S/C llfe times are in the 5-10
year range. Present day adhesive will fall occasionally in T/V testing
or under ground assembly conditions. We do not know of their true space
applicability as none have been recovered from space. The chemical-
adheslve properties should be improved and long duration 'space' exposure
is necessary.
1)/I, IU':(dUII{I':MI'N'I',_ BASED()N: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[ ==1 B,[=_ C D
+; I_A'II )XAI I' ANI)ANAI.Y,SIS:
a) Present day technology is not 100% reliable. Better adhesives must be
Jeveloped in order to assure us that our S/C missions will be 100%
successful.
b) Long term exposure to 'space'--LDEF
c) Long llfe times and more assurance of payload mission success will be
the end product of _hls effort.
d) I0
TO BE CARRIED T() I,EVI-:I. lO
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1977006973-069
lDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 30 :
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Long Life Adhesives for PAGE 2 OF 3
Soase Aoolications.
7. TECHNOI,OGY OPTIONS:
To continue as today with selection of adhesives being made as Engineering
extrapolations from earth laboratory data.
_. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
Development of improved adhesives by polymer chemistry. It may not be
possible to do so by rearrangement of the molecular structure.
:#. POTENTIAL AI.TERNATIVES:
None.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR CNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Continued analysis of commercial data on new products plus outgassing,
contamxnatlon, and other laboratory test data.
/
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQU_EMENTS:
REPRODUCIBILITY 0F TH;
54 G}RI_NAL PAGE IS POOR,
4. t
1977006973-070
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 30
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Long Life Adhesives for PAGE 3 OF
Space Applications
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85!86'87188 89 90_91
TECHNOLOGY
i. Analysis --
2. Design
3. Development ---
4. Testing
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations --
4. Documentation -- -
13. USAGE SCHEI)UI.E:
I
TOTAL
TECIINOI.OGY NEI':DDATI'. i i
l
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
1 I [ 2
I.I. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMiJONFNTORR EADBOARDTESTkDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAIK)NAI__)P,Y.
I. BASIC PIIE:;OMENA Ol'_¢,I- RV} I) AND RFPORTED, 8. MODEL TES_ ED IN AIRCRA_'r } NVIRONMI- NT.
2. TIIEORY I'(qIMULATEI) TO I)ES('IHI_I-. Pill NOMENA. ?. MODELTESTI, D,N SPACF ENVIR,)NMFNT.
3. THFOR_ TFSTEI) BY PIIY'qCAL FXPERIMENT 8, NEW CAPAIIII,ITYDI.RI'JI"D FRoM A MUCII I.E.%qER
OH MAt IIFMATICAI. MOD} I.. OPERA'[ IOl_Al. MODLL.
4. PERTINENT }[NCTIf)NOR C|IARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, D. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF ANUPERAFI_NAL MODEL.
'_ E.G.. MATERL_L. CU.VPO',ENT. E_.C. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OFANOI'I"_TIONA', MOl)kl,.
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1977006973-071
DEI.'INITION OF TECtlNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 31
1 TECIlNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Temperature PAGE 1 OF
High Thermal Conductivity Polymeric Materials
2, TEC}IN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Structures and Spacecraft/Mechanical
3. _,)BJECTIVI':/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To increase the thermal conductivity
of polymeric materials for use at high temperatures.
I. CUIIIIENT STATE ()F ART: High thermal conductivity is controlled by filling
with metal powders. It is proposed that the thermal conductivity be improved by
u
rearrangement of the molecular structure or by HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
The technology of polymer chemistry is involved as the means of improving
the desired property of the polymers. The technology of thermal/heat
transfer will be involved in testing and evaluation.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [-']PRE-A,["] A,[-] B,[_ C/D
,;. IIATI(_NAI.I.'AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) In some cases (planetary probes) high temperatures are encountered
and good thermal control is very necessary.
b) Long duration exposure facility with thermal control is required.
c) Will be beneficial to planetary probes and others where high
temperatures are involved.
d) io
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVI':I,
T
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1977006973-072
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 31
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High TemFerature High PAGE 2 OF 3_
Thermal Conductivity Polymeric Materials
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
To continue to extrapolate laboratory data and to design other methods/
materials for thermal control.
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Polymer chemical structures- inherent thermal and physical properties of
polymers.
:). POTENTIAl, ALTEIINATIVES:
None.
l(). PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVAI""EMENT:
Continue to evaluate commercial products and to extrapolate _ _ratory data.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
ll. RFI,ATED TECHNOI,()(;Y I{EQUIREMENTS:
57
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1977006973-073
DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOIA)GY REQUIREMENT NO. 31
l TI.:CIIN()I,()GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hish Temperature Hi$h PAGE 3 OF
Thermal Conductivity Polymeric Materials
12. TECIIN()I,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCtlEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCItFDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 791 80 81 82 83 84 85 [86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CttNOLOGY
I.Analysis --,--
'2.Design/development --
3. Testing
4. Documentation
5.
'APPLICATION -
1. Design (Ph. (')
'2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) -_
3. Operations -- --
4. Documentation -- -- I
I
l:;. USAGE SCIIEDUI,E:
I
TE(' IINOI,()GY NE ED DATI., 1 TOTAL
I
NUMBER OF I,At'N(TttES
i i ] 2
1.t I_E FI.: I{I.:NC ES:
15. I, EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTOI11LREADmARDTESTLDINRELEVANT
F,N%qRONMFNI IN Tile LAt_)K_I_W,Y.
1. |t#tqlf" PIIF:,OM_ NA OP#q- II_t D atNl) 'IFI_)RTFD. 8. MODEL TEN']. ED IN AIRCRAI.T I-,NV1RONMI. NT.
2. I"III_OICt }fHiMI'I..VI FI) Io DI st Eliot Pill ,",OMI _ NA. 7. MODEL TES'I'LI I IN SP.%CF ENV'IR()N.',.IFNT.
3. lill-'_u('_ l/-t'-,li 1} !|h PW_-,ICAI, I ",.I'_I-,RI.',.II- NT _. NEW CAPA|III,IT'f DLWV]-:D Ftl,t}M A .",IUCII I,E,"kSER
OR M,k] Ill M*'tFI('AI, Mt)DI I,. OPERATIONAl, MODLL.
4. P_ R'I'IN! N _ I ( N('] ltiN OR I'llhlL%( FI;'IIISTIC I)l. MONSTRATED. 9. I_£LIAIIILITY UPGRAI)IN(, {)I-' atN OPERA i'h )'q_l MODEL.
E.G.. MAT}.I{I _ .. ('( L_'I'O'.} NT. I"2 l'. 10. LIFETIME t, XTENSION OF AN Ol LItATION _'. MOI)kL.
i
j
1977006973-074
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 32
1. TECHNO1JOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Improved Electrical PAGE 1 OF 3
Conductivity Polymeric Materials
2. TECIIN()LOGY CATEGORY: Structures and Spacecraft/Mechanical
;;. !)BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To significantly improve the electri-
cal conductivity of polymeric materials.
i. CURI{ENT STATE ()F ART: Electrical conductivity is improved in polymers
today by the addition of metals (powders_ fibers) to the polymeric materials.
T_ should be investigated by rearrangement of HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __
rJ_ecnemtca_ structure it Dosslble.
o. DESC RII'TION ()1," TI'CIINOI.OGY
Polymer cheJnistry mast study and investigate the problem to determine how
to increase the electrical conductivity of the material, by rearrangement of
the chemical structure or some other such manner.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,["] A,["] B,l_ C/D
b
_;. I/ATI()NAI,I._ AND ANAI,YSIS:
Requires a long duration exposure facility to fully evaluate the end
product. This product is needed to control the space change created
in-fllght spacecraft and other orbiting devices.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVELI0_
Ib
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1977006973-075
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 32
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Improved Electrical PAGE 2 OF 3
Conductivity Polymeric Materials.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
To continue to develop 'fixes' for each condition as they arise by using
Engineering Judgment and earth laboratory data.
J
s. TECItNICAI, PROBLEMS:
Chemistry of polymers--may not be able to rearrange the chemical structure
to achieve the objective.
_t. I'OTENTIAI, AI.TI"I{NATIVES:
Use present day materials and rely on 'fixes'.
IO.PI.ANNED PRO(;RAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOIX)GY ADVANCEMENT:
To look at the problem on a very low priority basis, maybe never.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. IH,;I,ATEI) TE('IINOI.(R;Y I{EQUH{EMEN'IS:
RI_PRODUCIBILITYOF Till,;
6o QRI_qAL PAGE IS POOR
1977006973-076
! i ]
DEI'INITION ()1," TECttNOI,OGY REQUII{EMENT NO. 32
l TECI;N()I.():.iY I{EQUII{E'MENT (TIT1.E): Improved Electrical PAGE 3 ()I," 3
Conductivity Polymeric Materials
12. TECIIN()I,()(;Y I{EQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
.... I [ ISCIIEDUI,E ITI,:M 75 76 77 7b 79 80 81 _.s2 8:118.t ,S5 _6 87 _b]89 90 91
] "
TECHNOLOGY !
,. I. Analysis - I
; i
2. Design and Devel. _ i
I
3. Testing _ [
4. Documentation -- I I
5.
! I !
AI'PLICATION ]
1. Design (Ph C) .
i
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations "--_" -- i
•I. Documentation -- -- i ,
• , , i i I ,,
13. USAGE SCltEI)UI,E:
(;llNOl {:GY NEED DATI', " q!,OTAL
,MBER0FLat' ('nES I 1 1 ] 2
1.t I_EFEI{I_NC ES:
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART ,,. COMI_ONFNTOII i_.P,I',AI)I_/-)A|fflII'_,TLDIN|d'I,EVANT
ENVINONMFN'I IN r'.lL LAI_HiAI't_q/y.
1. lbs,,_l C I'||}'i;.I)?,|ENA O|_.q_ |{V| I) .k.Nl) 1{[-']_()1(] 1•1_). 6. MODEL TE,_] } I) IN AIRCIUXI-'I F NVIRON3II h'I.
2. 'I'llF()R'_ FOlCdt'l_S.'l[l)'l[)l)_s( F,,lil ;'IItNt)MI'NA. ?. MODELTES'rI,DINST'%t'F EN\'IR_NMFN'I
3. "l'ill-tH{5 It ,_l'l I_ !|'t l'll't hll'Al, I kI }.RIMF NT O. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY D.' IOVi I) itlql',l h %I"CII I,F.,c_%F,R
o1( \1%1111 ,M'_II¢'\I \lt}l)l l,. OpEI4Allt)NAI, MOl)LI..
4. |q RtlN} N 1 It NI lttlN OR ¢ IIAI{%{ I'ERISTI(" D_ MONSTIRATED. 9. RELIARII,ITh UP,,RAI)INC ')F I,N IIPE|U_,IIt,NAI, MODEl..
F.t, , 'd,%.ll'ld_t[ , ('_'"'Pt)',} \'I. l !C. 10. LIFETIME I'.XTENSIt_N OI"AN t)l| IIA'IION _L MOI}F I.,
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1977006973-077
DEFINITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 33
T
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Retention of Liquid PAGE 1 OF __3
Lubricants by Passive Means Under Passive Conditions
2. TECilN()L()GYCATEGORY: Structures & Spacecraft/Mechanical
:; _)I_JECTIVI,_/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Evaluation of Barrier Films and
Labyrinth Seals to reduce/prevent the loss of liquid lubricants from creep/
evaporation.
i ('URRENT STATE OF ART: Art carried through earth laboratory evaluation
and has been applied in isolated cases to Flight Mechanisms. Have not been able
_o _d___erminevalue of the film/seals as actual f__R_tT_=L _
,a_.f_tR_i_ ' __)ir_erable.
The technology of retention of small quantities of a liquid lubricant
"in place" during the operation of the s/c mechanism has advanced to
the state that barrier films and labyrinth seals are used with full
ground laboratory testing and with positive results. The films and
seals must be evaluated in a long duration space flight with recover-
able components in order to completely confirm the benefits of their
use.
P/L REQUIREMVNTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,F] A,[7 B,_(_ C/D
_; I_A'I'I[)NAI,I.;AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) In the past, Lubrication Technologists have used more than necessary
quantities of lubricants to do the job. Now, the same people are using
smaller quantltles/just enough to do the job and we cannot afford to
lose any of the lubricant. Therefore, low surface tension barrier films
and labyrinth seals are used to prevent/reduce the loss of the lube by
creep/evaporation. Long duration space flights are needed to confirm our
decisions.
b) Long duration space flights are required to complete evaluation of the
film/seals. LDEF.
c) All missions using liquid lubricants will be benefited by this
evaluation. Xhose with moving mechanisms (failures) and sensitive
instruments (degradation of output) are especially to be benefited.
d) At present, the technique is being applied to some selected flight
instrument_. We need recovered mechanisms to definitely prove out the
use of the films/seals.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVFL i0
r
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1977006973-078
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 33
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Retention of Liquid PAGE 2 OF ...
Lubricants by Passive Means Under Passive Conditions.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Use best effort. Engineering Judgments to do the selection of the lubrication
methods. But the two concerns would still be creep/evaporatlon and contamina-
tion of adjacent sensitive instruments.
ii ,i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
None.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Best Engineering Judgments.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
It is now planned to use or not use the barrier films/labyrlnth seals as
specified by the Lubrication Technologists.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL .__
i • |,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Surface chemistry.
l
ii i|i
r
\
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1977006973-079
I)EI,'INITI()N OF TE('IINOI.()GY I{EQUII{EblENT NO. 33
1. TI';('IlN()IAK;Y I{I,;(_[rlI{I,JMI,]NT (T1TI,E): Retention of Llquid IJAGE 3 ()1,' 3
Lubricants by Passive Means Under Passive Conditions.
12. TE('IIN()I.()(;Y I{E(dl.;II{1,;MENTS SCIIEI)UI.I,]:
CAI.ENDAH YEAR
! 90SCIII,;I)L'I,E I'I'EM "5 76 77 7_!79 80 81 ,__'" 83 _1 ,_3!_6 _7 _,_1_!_ 91
TI,:CltN()IX)Gh
1. Flight .__ ,
2. Post flight analysis
and documentation
3.
-1.
5.
APPLICATI()N
1. Design (Ph. ('p
'2. Devl/t"ab (Ph. I))
:_, Operations __ --
I. Post flight anal.&
documentation
I.',. USA(;E S('III':I)t'I,E:
-- "I!O'I'AL
'I'E(' IIN( )I .( )GY N I.;I,:l) I)A'I_"I,. t
NI'lXlBI_]I{ ()I," ],AIX('ItE5 i i l 2
1 I R E 1,"1.;I{ i,;N(' I';_:
15. IA'_VEI. OF STATE OF ART s. coM.'o_r'_a ui_ .m,..t_.hlu, tr_nz, c, ._ruvar.a
ENVIRON.M} N I IN 1:1} I.AI_Ut%l'_,I:Y.
1. |t,_'_ll )'HF',_'I_NA_It'qIIkIII _,',DttFP_q_III) t_. Mt)DII,'I'Ir.'_I. II) INAI|_t|O%_I _",%II{I_N%H",'I,
2. "rllltH,v_ }tut',tt'l_'_llt_ it_ld ,, h'.l,I ;'!II_I,M|NA. ?. M_.IDI. I, TISIIDIN _j,'tl'l I.?_.IItIF.'II-NI
3. ldll_:,'_ ll'_lll) q_ I'HS-Ii',\l IXI'tIHMI'N1 8. N|.W ('APAIIIIIT's I);|_l_.:l) }l,_l',l A %II'(E I},'_'I',R
(qt \l_llll MXlII'\I \llq'l 1 . OpFII.A'III_,NAI M_II)[,I
4. iqRll_.l% ' IIN_ lltF,_H(t II_I,U ['[ RI_'IIC ]ffM(INSTRATI, I). 9, RI',LLAIIII,IT_ I,t'I,RAIH".I,t)} _._ li['l IL.glD"q'Ii %llq_t.l
•_ I" .I, "I 't I I- Itl Xl I , _' I" I , t " 1 . } ', . _0. LII" |',TIME | Xll" N,_I_ _h Ol" AN Ol I ItA'I ItL_, , ', ,M111t_' 1 .
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]977006973-080
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT N(). 34
=
I. TECIINOI,OGY RE(_UIREMENT (TITI,E):Retention of Liquid PAGE 1 ()F 3_
Lubricants "in Place" .Under Dynamic Conditions.
2. TE('IIN()I,()t;YCATEGORY: Structure & Spacecraft/Mechanical
;;. ()I_,JI'X'T!VE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Evaluation of barrier films/labyrinth
seals to reduce/prevent the loss of liquid lubricants by creep/evaporatlon in
the space environment in a dynamic condition.
i. ('t;RI{ENT STATE ()I."ART: Barrier films/seals are used to date in selected
cases to prevent/reduce loss of lubricant by creep/evaporatlon but we have not
been able to fully evaluate their usefulness. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
3. [)E._'IUI'TI()N ()1, TI,X'IIN()I.OGY
The tecnnology has been carried through the earth laboratory evaluation
stage and into its selected use on a few flight mechanisms. Full testing
will not be completed until long duration apace flight and test mechan._sms
are recovered and examined on earth by the Experimenter.
P/l, REQUIREMI..N'rS BASEDON: I"] PRE-A,F] A,['] B,f'X] C/D
_; llAl'l_ }\AI.I," AND ANAI.YSIS:
a) Lubrication Technologists in the past have used more lubricant than
necessary as that was the state of the art. Today, the same people
are recommending the m.:llest quantity possible in order to do the
job. As there is no excess and the operational conditions will be
dynamic, we must be able to retain all of the lubricant 'in place'.
b) Long Duration Exposure Facility
c) All missions using mechanical components will benefit by these efforts
as long life and non-contaminatiol will be more assured. /
d) Must be space flight proven. To date this has not been done unquestion-
ably.
: TO BE CARRIEI) TO IA-;VEI, 10
1 8s
]977006973-08]
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 34
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Retention of Liquid PAGE 2 OF 3
Lubricants 'In Place' Under Dynamic Conditions.
i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Use the present methods as determined by best Engineering Judgment and try
to Justify mechmiical failure or optical/sensor contamination on a minimum
mission basis.
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
None.
:}. POTENTIAl. AI_q'ERNATIVES:
Best Engineering Judgment basis or ground evaluation.
ii
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
It is now planned to use/or not use the film/seal technique as specified by
the Lubrication Technologist on a best Judgment basis.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Surface chemistry, mechanical design.
2
ItEFRUDUGIIIIL,IiX Ut' _... ',
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DEI.'INITI()NOF TECIINOI,OGY I{EQtJII{EMENT NO. 34
I. TECIIN()I,()GY I{E(2UIItl.;MENT(TITI,E):Retention of Liquid PAGE .i()I" 3
Lubricants 'In Place' Under Dynamic Conditions.
12. i?,CIIN()I,()(;YRI';()UIItEMENTS SC[[EDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEARi
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM [75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 8:3 8t _5 _6 87 _,_ _.)90 91
TE CttNOLOGY
1. Flight __
I
'2. Post flight evaluatlo L m
3.
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. I))
:3. Operations _ __
I
4. Post documentation -- _-"l
I;;. USA(;E SCIIEI)UI,E: [
"" I !
TOTAL
TE('IINOI.I)GY NEED DATI., -- •
NUMBER OF ],At'N('ItI':": 1 I : ]; iI l 2
! I. I{EFI.:I{I.:N('ES:
15. IEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.co._eosrsxo,m,t.AL,m^_ v_sTt,r_u_Stt.tv^,_,
F.NVIRf#NM|'NI IN t'.l_LAP_)K{1L,I',¥.
|. |_,A_;I(' |'It!:._)'.I!NAI)Ik'_tlL%I*D _NL) t{i'l'_l{'Ii[). 4, IdOl_,LLTkS_llJlh AIR('R.AI ''T I N','IR(AN%IF N'l.
2. TIIF(JR_ f(hLMrl.AltI) lq) Dlsq I,:IiF Phi S(LMFNA. ?, MODELTES[! l) ih SPAcl [:,%'IR()P;MFNI
3, l+lF(h',i lt_.ll D !|_ |'II_M('AI, INPF ltlMfNT l, blEW CAPAlillIT_f D: Hl_,rl) }lhP, I A M"Cll L!_.bkH
OH _l x I ll_ M g ! ICAI ",h _l '1 I . OpF. l_itl I()1_._t|, .th )DI, [.
4. Pi H I INi x v I t %( IiI )N _)1{ I IIAI(A* r| hlSl"l(" [)! M()NSTRATE[_, l, IU.LIABII.IT_I Ut'hl_b_tl)lNC {)l _t_' IIPI'_A/-I_ "_.AI M(_DLL,
F.I; , ',IATtliL_I i ¢'_"cpI_',F',T. • !_ . IO, LI_IETIML IXT_'NSION IJ|'A_ OII H_I"ION U, MI)/)_ I,.
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1977006973-083
I)EI.'INITION OF TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 35
1. TE('IlNt)IJO(,Y IIEt_UIREMENT (TITI.E): Effects of Space PAGE 1 OF 3_
Environment on the Properties of Specific Polymeric Materials
'2.TECIIN()I OGY CATEGORY: Structures and Spacecraft/Mechanlcal
3. ()B.JFCTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUHIED:TO expose specific polymeric materials
to the space environment for comparison to earth laboratory data; to expose
specific polymers for a long t%me (3-5 years) in space.
i. ('('IIIIENTSTATE OFART: Laboratory data has been collected and compiled for
use by Designers and Engineers but no space flight data is specifically known.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCIIII'T[(>N ()I'" TI'_CIIN()I.OGY
The technology involved is polymer chemistry and outgassing, contamination
and physical properties of polymeric materials.
P/L REQUIREMI'.NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,_] A,[_ B,_J_ C/D
_; llA'Fl,_\Al V AND AN '!.YSIS:
a) Need L.a,o d.:ation exposure data to compare with out earth laboratory
data.
b) Long Duration (?-5 years) Exposure Facility-LDEF
c) Improved materials selection for many missions and especially reduction/
preventicn of loss of sensor data quality by contamination from outgassed
products.
d) 10
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
0RI@[NAL eAC-P.!8POOR
TO BE CARRIED TO I,EVEL__
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1977006973-084
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 35
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Effects of the Space PAGE 2 OF 3
Environment on the Properties of Specific Polymeric Materials
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
To continue to select polymeric materials for space flight using earth
laboratory data only.
._. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
None.
!_. I'OTI,:NTIAI, ALTI,:IINATIVES:
None.
l t*. PLANNED PROGRAMS Ol: UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
To continue to evaluate new polymeric materials and select the most
promising ones for space use w_thout data on their reaction to the actual
space environment.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL__5
ll. I_EI,ATEI) TECHNOI,()(;Y REQUIREMENTS:
,,|, , • ,,
J 69 _1_
]977006973-085
! I
1
I
I)EI,'INITI()N OF TECItNOIA)GY REQUII{EMENT NO. 35
1 TE('IIN()I.(/SY I/E(_U1REMENT (TIT1.E): Effects of the Space PAGE 3 ()F 3
Environment on the Properties of Specific Polymeric Materials
12. TE('IlN()I,()GY I_EQUIIiElXlENTS SCIIEDULE:
CAI.ENDAR YEAR
SCIIEDUI,E ITEM 75'] 76 75 79 80 81 82 83 84 83 86 87 _ 89 90 91
TECI]NOLOGY
1.
J
.)
M,
3.
-[.
5. t
1
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
'2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
:3. Operations __
,I. Documentation __
1:',. USA(;E SCIIEI)UI,E:
I
'FFC I1NOI.()GY NI,;ED DATE 1 TOTA I,
NUMBER OF I_AUNC.qES 1 1 2
l.i. I{EFI';I_ENC ES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTOR I1READt_DARD1L'iTLDINRLI.I.VA,";T
ENVIRONMFN1 IN T:lL LAIR)IL%'I'OI',Y.
1. l_lC PItENO.MENA Oll_ql- I{VL D ANI) RFI_)IITED. 6. MODEL TLS _.LI) IN AIRCRA VT _ NVIRONM} NT.
_' 2. TIIEOR't Ft*It',II'I.A'I I I) 'TO 1)i_%( IHB} Pill NOMFNA. 7. MODEL TFSTI '_ iN SPAr'I" E,_gV1R(IN_.IF, N'f.
3. THFtH{'t 1'l-,gll;I) BY PlI't%CAI, I XPLI{IMLNT 6. NEW CAPAIIII,IT'f DI,I_IV1,D FRt_'.I h M"CII I,},SSER
OR Ma_1 If EM _ TICA I, \It _I3, I,. OPE RA1 IO[_A1, M()DL L.
4. PLR*I'IN} NI FUNt'I'I_)N O1( ('}IARAt FF [IISTIC DFMONSTRATED. 9. RELIABII,ITY U}q,RADINC t)F ,X_< ()pERAIh,'4,%I MOltl.l,.
/ E.G.. MAT} (IAI,. ('(,Vl"lL} NI, F a.C. 10. LIFETIME t.XTFNSION OF AN O1'1 IGXTION C. M()D_ l,.
<
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]977006973-086
' 1[
I)EI-'INITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 36 .
1 TE('IIN_)I.()(;Y IiE_UIREMENT (TITI.E): Space Repa,ir, of PAGE 1 OF 4_ .
Polymers in Electronic Assemblies
"2. TEC ttNt)I,()(iY CATEGORY: Instrument Electronics .'
:I. ()BJECTI\rI,;/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:.The objective of this program is to ;-
develop and demonstrate the materials, methods, and equipment appropriate for
the application of conformal coatings and for pottin_ to repair electronic
assemblies i'nthe space environment. -'
t. ('UIIIIENT _4TATE (}F ART:
I %
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES('lllI'TI()N ()V TECttN()I.OGY
See Page 4.
P/LREQUIREMI..NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,["] a,["] B,["] C/D
_; IIATI()XAI.I._ AND ANAI.YSIS:
The conformal coating and potting of electronic assemblies may be required
in space as repair procedures. These will have to be performed in an
environment which is not necessarily compatible with presently available
materials and procedures deveJoped for Earth operations. Gravity will not
be present to assist in the filling of all the voids, Volatile components
of the polymers can readily outgass and result in deleterious changes in
composition and resulting properties.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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1977006973-087
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 36
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Space Repair of Polymers PAGE '2OF 4
In Electronic Assemblies
_ TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:i •
5. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
9. POTENTIAl. AI_TEI:_NATIVES:
1(I. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
See Page 4.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECIINOI,()(;Y Id,'QULREMENTS:
t
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1977006973-088
i)EI,'INITION OI,' TECHNO1,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 36
1. TECItN(q.()GY t{EQUIREMENT (TITLE): Space Repair.of Polymers PAGE 3 ()1," 4__
in Electronic Assemblies
• ,L
12. TECttN()I.()(;Y RE(_UIIIEMFNTS SCIlEDUI,E:
CA1,ENDAR YEAR
SCIIEDU1.E ITI':M 75i76 77 78 79' 80 81 82 83 84 _3 86 87 _$ 89 90 91
TECtlNOLOGY
1. Material Development
i
2. Technique Develop.
3. Test & Evaluation
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations __ __
-t. Past Flight Analysis -- -- I
1:;. USAGE SCIIEI)UI,E:
1 f 'TI.:CIIN()I,(),._Y NI,:ED DATI., X ] LTOTA L
NUMBER OF I,AUNCItES
I i i 2
1.t. I{EFI,:I{I,'NCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMeONE._TOnIXI,i,ADI_)A|U)qL,_TLDINREI,E_.'AN'I"
ENVIRONMFN1 IN T'.II-, LAI_ORATk)I),Y.
1. lb%%1(" Pill- ",( )Mb NA Ol_,gt RVI I) -kNI) qFI'¢)WI F,D. 8, MODEL T},S_ } 1) IN AIIt(']{A}T f NVIRON:,:I NT.
2. TIIFOR', }(hlMI'LA'll I) 1¢)1)l_( I:',ltl Pill ,_()MiNA. ?. MODELTkS'II,D IN SPA('I" B,',vIR(iNMkNI.
3. Tllt(iWi I} _11 D !Pl I>ll/_l('Al, I kPt RIM} NT $. NEW CAPABII,IT'I 1)_ II1Vt I) ttll)\l A 't,I"CII I,}._ER
(}1< M \ 1111 M %I'1(' \1 \I( )1)f 1, OPERA'I If)l%i I, M(iDLI,.
4, i"+I{IINI%I IIN( ]IliN()IIi'IIAI{A( ['llilSTI(" D}M(iNSIRATED. 9, ]_:LIAIII,,IT_I {Jt'fIRAI)'_,(]()I 'llb, llill]l_\lll'NAI M(_I)t.I,.
l'.(),, ',1%T} I(I\l
. I_,Vl'll'.l_,l. t !('. 10. LIFETIMt, t.XTENSIO<',O}'AN()IIIbIIION_LM()I)}I,.
I
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1977006973-089
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUII_MENT NO. 36
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Space Repair of PolymerspAGE 4OF 4
in Electronic Assemblies
Current, space-approved conformal coating and potting formulations will be
subjected to long-term outgassing tests to establish the quantity of volatile
components. Selected materials will be modified to reduce the amount of
outgassing and evaluated in comparison with the standard formulation for
4
processlnF _roblems and adequacy for the intended applications. Methods of
vacuum degassing in a controlled manner and of packaging the degassed
materials will be studied and evaluated. Composlton changes and characteris-
tics affecting the application of the resins to typical electronic assemblies
will be investigated. Techniques will be devised for applying the polymens
to typical worst case hardware configurations and evaluated• Any new or
modified polymers developed in this program will be tested for requisite
properties, such as dielectric utrength.
The repair techniques developed on Earth will be evaluated in the actual
space environment on the pallet of the Spacelab during an orbital mission
by Spacelab crew member_ in the EVA mode.
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1977006973-090
1DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 37 I
I1. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Basic Studies of the PAGE 10F__.. 1Relation between Molecular Structure and Mechanical Behavior of Polymers
'2. TECIIN()I.()GY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. To generate an understanding that
will permit design of po±ymers for specific mechanical applications.
I. ('URI{ENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
.3. DI£SCIIII'T[()N()I:TECHNOI.OGY
Multidiscipllnary studies in polymer chemistry and mechanical deformation
to elucidate the relationship between the detailed molecular structure of
a polymer molecule and the mechanical behavior of the polyme;
P/LREQUIRFMI'.NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[[] A,[[] B,r'] C/D
_; IIAl'l_ )NAI.V AND ANAI,YSIS:
It is now possible for polymer chemists to synthesize a series of molecules
with regularly varying structures. These series can be used to make polymers
whose variation in mechanical properties can be directly correlated with the
molecular structures. This approach will eventually lead to guidelines for
polymer synthesis for specific application as structural materials as well
as for the matrix component of composites. Current research is in the
beginning stages. It should be encouraged and augmented.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl,
"5
1977006973-091
DEFINITION OF TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 38
I. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE I OF i__._
Basic Studies of Polymer Matrix Composite Structure Behavior
'2.TECHN()I.OGY CATEGOHY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop fundamental understanding
on the atomic level o.:matrix composite structure and behavior in .,_derto
provide _uidance for applications and the synthesis of new materials.
t. ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES('RII'TI()N ()I" TECIIN()I.OGY
Studies such as the following:
i. Study of the relation between graphite fiber morphology and the
mechanical behavior of the fibers and of related composites.
2. The chemistry of polymers for composite applications.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,F'] A,[-] n,[--]C/D
_;. I/A'I'I,_NAI.K AND ANAI,YSIS:
Ac present temperature limitations and environmental instabilities are
problems whose elimination would increase the breadth of _ppllcatlon of
polymer matrix composites. In addition costs could be !educed without
sacrifice of properties if new fiber materials were developed. The latter
developments can be made more efficiently if a greater basic understanding
existed of the mode of operation of the presently successful graphite fiber-
the relationship between its st.ucture, composition, manufacturing variables
and mechanical proDertles. New polymer matrlx materlals will result if
there is a contamination and expansion of the present research on the
chemistry of polymers designed for this specific purpose.
REPKODUCI.BIIAtx ur ,,.
@I:tII_ALPAGE _ PO01_
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
J ?6
1977006973-092
DEI,'INITI()NOF TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO. 39
l TECIINOI.OGY I{EQUIREMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 OF 1__
Basic Studies in Electrochemistry
2. TECIIN()I,()GYCATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
:3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: T° obtain fundamental understanding
in areas of electrochemistry and physical chemistry that pertain to the
development of better battelies. -
t. CURI{ENT STATE 0I,' ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIHI'TI()N ()1," TECIIN()I.OGY
Studies such as
i. Polymeric structure for battery separators.
2. Electrochemistry of high concentration electrolyte systems.
3. Electrode reactions and electrodepositon morphology.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[] A,[] B,[] C/D
_. I_A'I'I_NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Electrochemical systems in the form of batteries will always be important
components of space systems. Greater efficiency in terms of specific
weight and long lifetime will be constant demands. Historically, battery
development has occurred with a minimum of basic understanding of the
details of the electrochemical processes involved. Current research has
shown that substantial benefits can be reaped from basic studies of as
widely varied problems as the mechanism of operation of battery separators
and the morphology of zinc deposition and its dependence on the charging
cycle. Basic Research in the electrochemistry area should be supported at
greater than the present level.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
l
r
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]977006973-093
lDEI.'INITI()N OF TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENT NO. 40
1. TECIINt)II)GY I_EQUIREMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 OF 1._.
Physics and Chemistry of Organic Superconductors
'2.TEC|IN()I,()GYCATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. !)|).JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop concepts for superconduc-
tive materials for application to higher temperatures then those obtainable
with metals.
t. ('UI{I{FNT STATE ()F ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES(' IHI'TI( )N ()1." TECIIN()IX)GY
Theoretical solid state studies and research in synthetic organic
chemistry.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ['7PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[-] C/D
_; IIA'I'I( )NAI.I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
Super conductivity at temperatures even as high as room temperature give
promise of untold benefits to mankind. It has been hypothesized that the
mechanism of superconductivity in metals can be duplicated in organic
molecules of appropriate st_urture. At present detailed molecular
structures have been proposed and attempts are being made to synthesize
them. The NASA support of this research should be augmented.
i TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __
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1977006973-094
[ I)EI,'INITI()N OF TECHNt)I,()GY REQUIREMENT N(), 4 1
1 TE('IIN(H.()(;Y I{E(2Ull{EMENT (TITI.E): Low Thermal PAGE 1 OF 1._
ixpanslon Composite Materials for Space Structures
'2. TE('IIN_H,()t;YCATEG()I_Y; Sr, r.cr.,r°l and Spacecraft/:_echan_r_l
;;. ()U,JI.X'TIVI.;/AI)VANCEMENT REQUII{ED: Reduced thermal oxnan_Inn
coefficient materials to improve dimensional stahtltty of lar2e
_space antenn_ subjected to th#armzl _wc,la=
-- 4 ....
I ('(RIIENT STAT|.I()F AI{T:
#
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() LEVEL
-,. I)ESt'I{II'TI(_N (_1. "FI.:('IIN()I.()(;Y
Dimensional control of large space structures subjected to
thermal cycles from varying exposure must be controlled to
.Icm. Active control of stability will be used to augment
the materials limit of stability.
P/I, REQUIREMI. NTS BASED()N: _ PRE-A,I--] A,r"=]B,['_ C I)
_;_ I{:\'1"1_,\AI.I' AND ANAI.YSIS:
Monolithic materials for dimensional stability have thermal
expansion coefficient of about I cm/cm/°K. Graphite fiber
composites can achieve coefficients te about 0.1cm/r_,/°K.
Lower thermal expansion fibers of graphite and per_ _i,,.
negative expansion ceramic fibers are possible. C.)_t)i_;ions
of these fibers into a composite structural way wit" ti:e
proper fiber ply orientation may reduce thermal expa,sion
control levels to coefficient value, 0.01cm/cm/°K.
TO BE CARRIEI) T() I,EVEI,
w
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1977006973-095
I)I':I"INIq'I()N ()F TECIIN()IA)GY RF(2tqREMENT N(). 42
I TE('IINt)I,()t,Y IiEt2I:IIIEMENT (TITi,E): Standardization of PAGE 1 ()I" 1___
Composite Materials Processing and Testing
'I'I"('[IN_ _i._ _(;Y ('ATE(;()I_Y:
;;. _)I;.IE('TIVI';/AI)VANCEMENT REtdUIRED:. T° reduce the rea and apparent
scatter in properties of composite materials by review and standardization of
processin$, inspection and testin_ methods.
I. ('( HI{EXT S'I'A'I'I,. t)l.' AWl':
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5. 1)1',,";('1_11"1"1(,'_ "v TI:('IIN()I.*)(;Y
Considerable scatter in separate material properties results from lack
of standardization of processing. Scatter in measured properties obtained
for a given lot of material tested at different laboratories can be traced
to variation in test techniques.
l' I, I{I.X2I'IRI.]MI'NTS BASED()N: _ PRE-A,_ A,_ B,r_ (" l)
f, I_\['I'_XAI I" AXI)ANAl YS_:
Reduction of scatter in composite material properties would increase design
allowables stress levels that would decrease structural weights. Reduced
volumes of composite also would decrease the cost of the component and
increase the portions of the space structure that can be considered for
composite materials.
T() t;E CARIHEI)"r() 1.EVEI.
r
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1977006973-096
I)EI.INITI_N OF TECHNf)I,(}GY I{E(dlplI{EMENT N{L 43
I TE{'IIN_)I,{)(;Y I{EtdI:II{EMENT (TITI,E): Effect of Long Duration PAGE 1 ()I." 1
Space_Exposure on Properties of Com[osite Materials
2. TI,:('IINIq,_{;Y CATEG¢)IiY:
:;. :HI.X"I'IVI.:/ADVANCEMENT RE(dUII{ED: Composite materials are being and
will be used more extensively in space structures. Long term reliability and
the effect of spac@ environment must be determined to design for safe long
duration appitcations.
t. ('[ I{IH,;XT _'I'ATE _)I.' AI{T:
i
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() ],EVEL
5. I)I.:_'I_II'TII_N _)1.' "I'I.;(']IN_)I.{)(;Y
Data will be obtained on the effects of space environmental for long times.
Metal matrix and polymer matrix components will be exposed in space for
times up to 10 years in a pa, ve satellite such as LDEF. Composite panels
including epoxy, polyimide and aluminum matrix with a range of fiber
contents from 30 to 70 volume percent, and varying fiber ply orientations
will be exposed. Varyi,_ thermal cycles may also be include';.
Panels in the exposure facility should be removed at periodic inte-vals,
returned to earth and evaluated. A modular exchange mechanism similar
to that proposed by Goddard might be adapted to permit individual panel
exchanged in orbit. The opportunity to add panels provides the option of
introducing improved compt-sites developed as part of the continuin£
composite developmc,tt program. One input to that improvement is the data
on space environmental effects.
P/I, REQLqREMI',X'I'S BASED()N: _ PRE-A,[] A,[] B,[] (' 1)
_; I{AI'I_NAI,I." ANt) ANAI,YSIS:
The weight of space structures such as antennas _nd vehicles may be reduced
by up to 50 percent by using composite materJals instead of c nventional
materials. Further reliability requirements for space structures can be
much more stringent than for earth applications. Long service lifo is also
required. The space environment can be sufficiently antayonistic to cause
degradation. Polymer matrix composites can be embrittled by radiation
outgassed by the vacuum and aluminum matrix composites may be degraded by
thermal cycling. Data a,'e needed for spa_e application of materials for
the tittle known space environment, the need for data for composites,
a newer material, is greater.
T() BE CARRIEI)"r{_ I,EVEI,
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1977006973-097
i .... i I
I)EFINITIf)N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 44
=,,
I. TECIINOI.OGY I{EQUIREMENT (TITLE): Characterization of PAGE I OF
Damage Mechanisms AssocCa_-ed with Failure and Degradation of Composite Materials
"2.TECIIN(>I.()GY CATEGORY: (9) Structural and spacecraft mechanical
3. (H}JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To identify mechanisms associated
with composite material degradation as related to materlal configuration and
dimenslons D and service envlronment_ including loading and chemical {Coot'd}
I. ('UI{REKT STATE OF ART: Constant amplitude cyclic loading time to failure
with no chemical environment input. General trends with environmental variables
being ident:""led. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL I__
5. DI,;S('I{II'q'V)\: ()I." TI':CIIN()I.OGY
It is gen,.,ally accepted that the next major improvement in utilizing
materials at significantly higher strength levels will be accomplished
through more widespread use of advanced filamentary composite materials.
Composite materials development has reached the point where reliable,
predxctable, reproduceable resin matrix material is available to the exteat
that stardardization of certain systems is near realization. Metal matrix
composite material has reached the state of development where high quality
Boron Aluminum and Bor-Sic Aluminum can be produced to individual
specification. The major deficiency in technology development of the entire
class of advanced filamentary composite materials lles in the understanding
of damage mechanisms which can cause degradation of failure in service.
Presently, the utilization of these materials appears vital to almost any
(Cont'd)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,D A,D B,_'] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Laboratory test programs have progressed sufficiently to demonstrate that
classtcal damage mechanisms of crack initiation and growth, crack stability,
and environmental reaction and interaction as developed and applied to
structural metals and other isotropic materials are not directly applicable
to composite materials. In addition, the unique opportunity to tailor
composite materials with respect to reinforcing direction will require
characterization of many combinations of ply lay-ups which may result in
major differences in damage modes. The process of delamination and load
transfer by alternate paths needs additional experimental work in order to
develop models for predicting cumulative damage and failure times.
Extensive experimental programs to investigate environmental effects of
temperature, moisture, radiation, erosion, gaseous reaction, and their
synergism with the loading environment are required. Effects of space
radiation and hard vacuum on damage produced by cyclic loading are needed
in order to develop predictive performance capability for very long duration
missions. Experimental programs should identify variables which have a
significant effect on the damage mechanism and which should be included as
inputs for developing analytical models to predict perforr.ance.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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1977006973-098
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 44
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Characterization of PAGE 2 OF _4
Damage Mechanisms Associated with Failure and De_radatlon of Composite Materials
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Definition of environment interaction required real time testing and
associated long lead time for providing structural reliability for
very long llfe components.
9. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
None.
m
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
t
!
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENTS:
New composite materials development.
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1977006973-099
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 44
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Characterization of PAGE 3 OF 4
Damage Hechanlsms Associated with Failure and Degradation of Composite Materlals
i m ,=
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
78SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 !86 87 88 89 90 !91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis and design
of experiment. /9
_. Specimen preparation
3. Exposure and Testing
• 4. Analysis design and
model.
5. Development of long
life prediction
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
1:'. USAGE SCHEDULE:
[
TOTA L
TEC HNOI.OGY NI" ED DATE
]
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2 2 2 2 I
i
I.I. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTORBREADBOARDTESTLDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TI4E LABOKAqZ)RY.
I. BASIC PIIENOMENA O[K_ERVt.D AND REPORTED. 6. MODEl, TESTED IN AIRCRAf'T ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEORY EOItMULATEDTO I)ESCR!BE PIII:NOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_,qRONMEN'f.
3. THEOR_ TESTED BY PIIYSICAI, EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPABII,ITY DLRIVED FRoM A MUCII LESSER
O1_ MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAl, MODILL.
4. PERTINENT I't, NCTItlN OR CIiAILACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I. I_LIARII,ITY DPGRAI)INC OF AN OPERATIt'*NAI, MODEL.
E.G.. MATEliL'tL, CC'._'PO._ENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EX'IENSION OF AN Oi'LRATIONAt, MOI)EL.H , .....
84
1977006973-100
Ii 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 44
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE/_ENT (TITLE): Characterization of PAGE 4 OF 4__
DamageMechanisms Associated with Failure and Degradation of Composite Materials
(Continuations)
3. effects and their interaction. To develop damage theory models and
analytical techniques to predict materials behavior in service.
5. space mission where large, lightweight structure is required. These
include large microwave reflectors, antennae, solar farms, space
telescopes, and space stations.
\
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1977006973-101
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 45
, ,
I. TECIiNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Manufacture of ComposltepAGE 1 OF__ 1
Materials In Space
2. TECIlN()I,O(;Y CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop materials processes and
equipment to fabricate very long structural members in space. These section
structural members so produced can be assembled into light weight structures in
space.
t. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
t
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
, 5. DESCI{II'TI()N ()1." TI'CIIN()I,OGY
Polymer matrix prepreg or aluminum ingot and form fiber spools can be
transported in a much smaller volume as bulk material then an array of
composite structural beams or tubes. Processing equipment and techniques
suitable for space fabrication will be developed and evaluated in research
on earth. These will be adaptions of existing technology modified as
necessary. It may be found that improved composite materials are required
at a future date; consequently, fabrication techniques should be evaluated
in a space environment to increase confidence.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ["]PRE-A,r'] A,[-] B,r'] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
Antennae structures from I00 to i000 meters have been indicated as possible
for space application. Large structures of this size have been indicated
by the structures group to be larger than optimum for earth manufacture.
Assembly of earth fabricated structural elements is possible; however it may
be advantageous to orbit raw materlals and fabricate the structural elements
in space. Partly to reduce the volume orbited but also to make long thin
elements not easily produced with earth gravitational effects.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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1977006973-102
l ' I
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 46
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE I OF__I
Materials and Proces_es for Assembly of Structures in Space
'2.TECHNOLOGY CATEG(,RY: Structural and Spacecraft/Mechanical
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. Develop Joining procedures, (i.e.
weldins_ brazing, bonding) for assembling modular composite structural elements
(i.e. tubes and beams) to make light weight structures such as antennas as
-iarge as IOOO meters.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Joining methods will be adapted for space use, demonstrated in tests on
earth and at a later date considered for space demonstration.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: ['_PRE-A,["] A,[-] B,_ C/D
6 RATI()NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
It has been proposed that structures above a certain size, for example
antennas larger than 30m in diameter, should be assembled in space from
structured elements brought up to space. Structures larger than i00
meters may benefit from assembly in space of structured elements
manufactured in space from bulk raw materials.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i
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1977006973-103
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 47
L 7
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 1_!..
°.
Basic Solid State Physics of Metal Matrix Composites
2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop fundamental understanding
of the strucuture of the composite at the atomic level in order to provide
guidance for their development manufacture and application. ._
-t. CURl:lENT STATE OF' ART: :.
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _
5. DESCRII'TI()N ()I" TECItNOI,OGY
Studies such as the following will be made:
i. Internal friction and elasticity of boron fibers
2. Internal stress dlstributioas in fibers produced by chemical vapor
deposition and the effects of stress distribution on mechanical
properties.
3. Physics and chemistry of fiber-matrlx interfaces.
4. Thermal fatigue in composite structures.
r/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,F'] B,E] C/D
(;. I_A'FI()NA1,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
The development of metal matrix composites has been based either on existing
technology or by the pursuit of fruitful approaches developed by cut and try i
methods. The state of the art is now at a point where the development of
basic understanding can provide the most profitable approach to improved
materials. Examples are: (a) a better understanding of the nature of the
flber-matrlx bond and its contribution to tensile strength and impact
strength, (b) an understanding of the stress distribution in the fiber and
its effect oil the mechanical behavior, (c) the role of the unusual
anelasticlty of boron on its mechanical properties and on fabrication of the
composite. New basic problems will arise as the spectrum of uses widens. !
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
REPRODUCIBILITYOF Tlil_
ORII_AL P,k6E18POOR
1977006973-104
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 48
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF
Studies of Creep and Fracture Mechanisms in Composites
2. TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Basic Materials Research
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop an understanding of the
mechanisms of energy absorption and fracture in composite structures in order
to guide development and application.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESC[{II'TION ()F TECHNO1,OGY
Studies in fractography, dislocation interactions and multiplication,
theory of cracking, flber-matrlx interactions during straining, internal
friction studies.
i
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F'I A,E] B,["! C/D
• i
6. RATI()NAI.I.: AND ANAI.YSIS:
The deformation and fracture of a composite material are processes of a
higher order of complexity than those manifested in homogeneous materials.
It is necessary to increase the understanding of the modes by which load is
transformed from matrix to the fiber, the behavior of the flber-matrlx bond
during straining the effect of surface flaws on crack initiation, the role
played by _ _ grown-in stress distribution in the fiber, and other questions
whose elucldaclon will lead to better materials. Basic research in these
areas is minimal or non-existent at present.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL w
i ,!
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1977006973-105
i1977006973-106
! , ]
L
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 49
I. TECtINOI_OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 1
Development of Directionally Solidified Eutectlc Compounds in Space
2. TECIIN()IJOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJFCTIVF/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop new materlals with a
continuous fibrous phase, that is, fewer defects in the eutectlc structure, by
solidification in low gravity.
t. ('UI{RENT STATE OF ART:
I
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESC I¢II'TI()N ()I." TECIIN()I,OGY
Directionally solidified eutectics currently in development on earth for
increasing uniaxial strength in aircraft turbine blades and fasteners
are limited. The rod-like reinforcing phase is not continuous but has
defects due to disturbances from convection while solidifying.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: D PRE-A,r'] a,[-] B,r'_ C/D|=
6. I{A'I'I_NAI.I.; AND ANAI.YSIS:
Metallic superalloy (e.g., nlckel-columblum) eutectic compounds can be
used for high strength Jet engine turbine blades or optical slits or glassy
compounds can be used for laser windows. The reduced convection of the
molten material, and the quiescient conditions of spacecraft in orbit are
considered to be be aeflclal to the achievement of this objective. It is
believed that a more nearly perfect structure could be produced in low
gravity. Economic studies indicate that this work could save vast amounts
of fuel and money in the aircraft industry.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
92 _t.._ED]NG. PA@II B/,_Mqt_NOT FI: " '
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1977006973-107
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 50
I. TECIiNOI,OGY I{EQUIREMENT (TITI,E): PAGE 10F__ 2
Containerless Casting and Sbaplng of Reactive Metals in Space
2. TECHN()I,OGY CATEGORY: i
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Develop electromagnetic, electro-
hydrodynamic and acoustic levitation and control equipment, aided by low gravity,
to contain and to shape reactive metals and ceramics without molds, crucibles or
6£her containers.
I. CURI{ENT STATE ()F ART: Metals and ceramics react with the mold, crucible
,
ors___ inK container. Silicon single crystals are sliced from a rou like (Cont'd
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESC[{II,TION (>I."TEC]IN()I,OGY
Some prototy_ of apparata for levitating molten material have been built,
and much additional effort is required for instrumentation of the initial
demonstration flight equipment including storage, levitating, melting,
cooling, capturing and final storage for return of a simple sphere. Once
the material is handled successfully, laboratory studies of the differences
in chemical purity and metallurgical micro-structure are required. More
advanced instrumentation for shaping molten material other than spheres
during levitation will be required in development and in flight experiment
demonstrations. Only then can metellurgists _ave the tools to do research
and try new solidification techniques using zero gravity not only for
eliminating containers but for controlling stru,_ture.
I'/1, REQUIREMI. NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A, [] A,[7 B,_'] C/D
_;. I{A'l'I_ _NAl.l.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
Many special metal requirements are not being filled currently because
metals and ceramics react with the mold, crucible or shaping container.
The production of ribbon "extruded" silicon single crystal in which wafer
could be cut out like cookies rather than sliced from a rod llke salami
would be a major advancement to electronics if the flat surface were
undisturbed. Tungsten x-ray targets and filaments need higher purity for
longer llfe and safety as do thermionic devices for energy production and
control. Most of these are small and of high unit value. Control and
handling of the product by levitation in low gravity with electro-magnetlc
or acoustic fields would eliminate chemical reactions with containers.
TO BE CARRIEI) TO LEVEl,
i
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1977006973-108
1 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 5_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ..... PAGE 2 OF .L.
Con_.alnerlessCastln.gand Shaping of Reactive Metals in Space
,, , m , , --, ,,,,, i
(C_ntinued)
4. salami and the flat surface is disturbed. Tungsten x-ray targets and
filaments need higher purity for longer llfe and safety as do thermlonlc
devices for energy production and control.
6
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1977006973-109
DEI.'INITI()N OF TECHNOI,()GY REQUIREMENT N(). 51
i " "_n ,
I TE('IIN()I.()(;Y I{E(_UIItEMENT (TITI.E): Fabrication_ Assembly PAGE 1 OF
and Joining of Materials for Large Space Structures
2. TE('IIN()I.()(;Y CATEG()I{Y:
,_. (_B.II.X'TIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop processes for producing
and Joining light-weight structural materials. (e.g._ rods and sheets of metal
foams) in space for large space structures.
I. ('t;I{I{EN'I'STATE i)I:ART: None.
6
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO ].EVEL
.-_.I)E,'_.'I{II'TI()N()I.TI.X'IIN{)I,OGY
Materials and processes research in foamed metal, design of a modular
space assembly system, design of tooling to produce the desired panels in
space and planning and implementing a space experiment to prove the
concept. An Ir_tlal space experiment is needed to produce the foamed
metal in the low gravity and vacuum conditions of space.
P/I, REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: D PRE-A,F] a,[=1 B,['_ C/D
#; l{A'rl_NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
The large space struc*=re will be needed to provide for an antenn_ far
transmission of solar electric power to earth, a mirror for direction of
concentrated solar radiation to earth-based power generators, either
voltaic or thermal, and for a space station for habitation of space
,onstructlon and maintenance workers. Thus, a space structure is needed
£n the near future to support the energy needs of earth. A space-base for
other needs (e.g., manufacturing and research in low gravity) will be
needed later. The foamed-metal in-space technique will allow materials
of co-_tructlon to be transported easily in the Space Shuttle in compact
form a, d deployed in space as a large, llght-welght structure. Otherwise,
many trips of the Space Shuttle will be required if ll_ht-welght, pre-formed
but bulkly modules are produced on earth for erection into a space structure.
TO BE CAR_.I_:D TO LEVEL
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1977006973-110
DEFINITION OF TECtINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 52 _:
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 1 OF 4
Space Processing of Ceramics and Glass "
z
2. TI-,CHNOI,OGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: TM objective of this program is to
develop experiments utilizin_ the space environment to gain information and
understanding of some of the basic phenomena and behavior associated with the
(Cont'd)
4. CUIIRENT STATE OF ART:
?
t
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCIIIPTI()N ()1: TECIIN()I.OGY
2
i
See Page 4.
P/LREQUIREMI':NTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,E] A,_ B,E] C/D
6. RATI()NAI,I.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
Ceramics and glasses have important applications both in space missions and _
on Earth. Ceramics exhibit hlgh-temperature strength and inertness to
certain environments and are critical to the performance of advanced
nuclcar and solar power systems. Special glass compositions possess _
characteristics critical to certain optical and laser applications.
Development of new ceramics and glasses with enhanced performance and the '
improvement of present compositions depend upon gains in the following
characteris tics :
•Purity and homogeneity of ceramics and glasses _
•Grain size of ceramics
•Freedom from crystallization in glasses i
The space environment provides he opportunity to produce materials with-
out a container because of the absence of gravity. Contalnerless processing
and melting avoids the introduction of contaminants into the material from
the container. Further, absence of a container allows solidification of
molten material without providing nucleation sites from contact with _
container walls. Certain complex glass compositions are especially prone
to deleterious crystallization of this type. Likew_se, grain size control _.
in those ceramics produced by the melting process would be more readily
(Cont'd P.4) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
REFRODUC_ILII_Z OF ThE
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1977006973-111
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 52
im
i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF _.4
Space Processing of Ceramics and Glass
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
1O.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
See Page 4.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQU_EMENTS"
lu
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1977006973-112
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO." 52
i. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF 4
....Space Processln_ of Ceramics and Class
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88]89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis
2. Ground-bases exp.
3. Space exp.
4. Test and EvaIuatlon
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
i ill. i
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
TOTAL
TECIINOLOGY NEED DATE •
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I l
14 REFERENCES:
(a) OA Input on Space Processing for 1975 OAST Summer Norkshop.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMVO_FNTOnanE_SCaR_TESTEDINRELEVANTE_VmON._NTmT.E _ROR._TORV.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OlkqERVED AND qEI'qgRTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT,
|, TIIEORY t_ItMULATED TO DESCR!BE PIIFNOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED INSPACE EN_rlRONMENT.
3. THEOI{_ TESTED BY PIIY_ICALEXPERIMENT I. NtrWCAPAI"LITY DE:RIVEDFROMA _;UCllLESSER
OR MATIIEMATICALMOI')EI,. OPEI_tAI'IONALMODEL. ;
4. PERTINENT _UNCT|ONOR CIIARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, I, IRELIABILITYUPGRADINGOF AN OPERATI_NAL MODEL.
E.G.. b_ATEI(IAL, CO.q'PO._ENT, ETC. |6. I_FI_TibIE EXTENSION OF AN Oi'LRATIONAt, MODI,.'L.
90
1977006973-113
IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 52
/,
r
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 4OF
Space Processing of Ceramics and G_ass
Present space processing programs involving ceramics and glasses have
not addressed certain areas which have important implications to
industry. As examples of these areas, two have been selected for
discussion here. These are (i) the formation and control of bubbles
in glass= and (2) the behavior of fine powders during compaction.
Bubble behavior during glass processing is of major significance in
the production of containers because of the effect that bubbles have
on the strength and failure characteristics of containers. This
problem has plagued the glass industry for years and is of major
financial significance because of the large tonnage involved. Bubble
formation and behavior in molten glass in the Earth environment involves
the interplay of the weak forces of surface tension and gravity. Space
offers a new avenue of research towards the solution of this problem
since it provides a means of studying bubbles in glass free from the
influence of gravity. Experiments in the Spacelab will be designed
involving the melting and processing of glass so that bubble formation
and behavior can be observed and recorded. The effects of various
additions to the glass will be studied and of variations in processing
parameters.
The majorlty of ceramic products are produced by the compaction of fine
powders followed by firing at high temperatures. The properties of the
products depends to a great extent upon the effects of the processing
parameters on the microstructure of the ceramic. Such factors as
powder size, shape, and surface charge as well as compaction pressure
and time have important effects. A clearer understanding of powder
behavior during compaction and slnterlng would be useful in the
development of new or improved ceramics either by space processing or
terrestrial manufacturing. It is expected that the weightlessness
afforded by space would provide the opportunity to acquire this
understanding. Carefully designed experiments will be conducted in the
Spacelab to study systematically the various parameters involved in
powder compaction and processing without the effect of gravity. Powder
size and distribution, particle shape, surface charge, pressure, time
and temperature will be studied.
(Continuations)
3. processing of ceramics and glass. From the information gained,
the development of new and improved ceramics and glasses either
by space or terrestrial processing, as applicable, would be pursued.
4. involved to provide a basis for solving problems to improve
terrestrial manufacturing processes. Another class of experiments
in space will be designed to solve other problems by the development
of processing methods for the productloLi of improved materials in
space.
"1977006973-'1"14
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1977006973-115
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 5a
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
"2. TITLE RP_Era_ Metal _t' P_
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
DetP__mJ_ethe effects of long tern ex- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
_=e to spaoeenvu_nmentar_theex-
pectedgaseous ccmtanimatiunon the cperati6mal capability of refractnry alloy/
liquid alkali metal heat pipes. It is anticipated that contaninationmay degra_
the mechanical _s of the refractory alloy and increase the ucrrosiun
rate of the refractmzy'alloyby the liquid metal _I_ing fluid.
,|, , --,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1985
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS __K:lwledcjeof the extent azld effects of cc=__on from
the relatively poor vacuum of near space can allow improvement of heat pipes
and shieldingmechanisms and subsequent reliability _t in the
systems(s} of which _ heat pipes are a part {probable_ _).
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-t) 7/75
102 I_3_I_ING PAO_.BLANK NOT lw'U._.;;,la
1977006973-116
TITLE Befra_ry Met.9_] Heat PiFes NO. 5a
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST 0,P.,.TIONS.
8 SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: S_,steitt sh_ (x_l%ta//l powex souzx:_e fGE
m_intaining on T-Zll/Ll and erieW/Li heat pipe each at 1800, 2300 r and 2800OF. i
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) 150 / 300 kin,INCL. deg,TIME40004" hr .!
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: C___ilL'ln prior qround tests on the usability of heat pipes
in near space.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW '-
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES O NO[]
TESTCONFIDENCE 95%
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Heat Pipes of 'ra _-11].,/I_
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Hold heat pipes at hic,fh _l_3e.xat:M]L'es (1800 to
2800°F) for long times in simulated space env_t.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Ultra-high vacuum test chambers with controlled leak
of gases found in near space.
EXISTING: YES [_ N0 [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE 60t
i., =
10. SCHEDULE 8=COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
TASK ICY COST($) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
L ll,=,J
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
I (]DR .') 7,75
103
1977006973-117
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 5b
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY
2. TITLE Re_frac%o__ryPLea1 Cont_Lnation
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Near _, is _oectE_ to be sufficiently CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
contmainating to re_actozy metaZs, par-
ticularly columbuim and tantalum, as to slgnificantly degrade their strength
properties during long t/me service. Neither the extent of contanination nor
the extent of degradation of mechanical properties are now known.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE _85
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Knowledge of space contamination effects on the mechanical
properties of refractory metals is requiz_d to allow proper design and pro-
tection _i¢ necessary} o_ reZractory metal ,..u_-P_nr.sof power sysr_, ere..
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
qEQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOG!ES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-I) 7/75
1977006973-118
TITLE Refractory Metal Ccntauination NO. 51)
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Sheet _d/or wire of candidate refractory
alZoys.
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) 150 / 300 km,INCL. deg,TIME4000"1" hr
Resistively heat specimens tq 1_00-2800 F°in space envoi. Return tn _
Earth for measurement of residual mechanical _rogertie_,
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Confirm prior _ound tests o. space oon_tion effects
on mec2mnical properties of refractory alloys.
- EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /f
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES['] N0[]
TESTCONFIDENCE 95%
9. GROUND TEST 6, rlON TESTARTICLE: M_zchaxLical property test spec_ of
refractory alloys.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: CCX¢]t.,_ ior_-__.n11 creep tests in SJZtILt]_bl_ l_Dace
environment. Also oonduct creep and other evaluations after lon_-tezm exposure
to simulated space envircrment.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Iliqhvacuum creep and exposure systems with ccmtrolled
leaks of space ga.oesto simulate space envircrsmmt.
EXISTING:YE_ NO [7
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE 60%
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
F ,, r, '-iTASK COST($) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTHISK $
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1977006973-119
_-- I I _
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 7
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. Tech. R_F¢..__. PREPDATE 8/11/7'5 .... REVDATE LTR
c(xltro].L3ble e weight
structures, very _ life _&_Ts_'
2. TITLE Light Metal &lloTs - Lunq Time, Low Earth Orbit Exposure on Mechanical
Stabi]/ty
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Provide _ ex_ baseline _edlazdP_l CURRENT UNPERTURBED I REQUIRED
property data for very thin gage light 6 6 l i0
metal alloys of beryllium and beryllium - aluminum alloys to: Pzovide design
mtraints _ by spaoe env_t for tbln gage alloys, r_ovJ_e input
data for develoi_ent of very long time behavior prediction capability.
11
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE 1979
: PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 1 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1985
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
" TECHNICALBENEFITS (1) ImpzrNed structural reliability of very long life
_al sysba.sTc_ts _z) cons__on oz reszuual mermanica_
property allowaD_es in very long life design.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS Cost benefits must be weighed on the basis of
increased probability of mission success.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $ t4Bd (long ranqe)
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES (1) Fabrication and processing of thin
walled structural elements.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS A forecast of space Technology 1980-2000,
final draft Outlook for Space.
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
lOe
I
1977006973-120
TITLE Light metal alloys - Long time; low _rth nH_;_t _ an NO. 7
mechanical stability_ PAGE 2
I i
COMPARISONOF SPACE& GROUNDTESTOPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: '1_ _ge s_tltcl_Eal element test _
speciments
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT. (max/rain) 500 /. 200 kin, INCL. any d_, TIME 5 hr "!
Expose elemental spechnens to space env_t and return f_r _idu_l _
. e_v __0n envJ_mlr=mt and rehn-n for t-_q4_ml .t=t_. _rL_.d___mtna_inn_ _'
T
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Access to z_tual radiation_ micro-meteoritest and space
Va_ envirorlzlent,
. EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 kg,SIZE ,5 X .5 X .3 m,POWER 0 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YESD NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE0.9
m
9. GROUNDTESTOPTION TESTARTICLE: Thin gage structural element test
specimens
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: ExpoGe spec_RBns to hi_ intensi_ UV add
sJJmlatad mi__d e.-NLronment.sand n_asuce residual property values.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: UV source, h_ah ve!ocitv ______J_c_____Pc__l_atPrn-s
EX,ST,NG:YES N0D
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: ....Lack of accurate envirccmental modeling
TESTCONFIDENCE0.7
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
" ....ASK 78 79 80 81 82 83 COST(S)] 78 79 80 81 82 83 :COSTIS)
1. ANALYSIS .02 .02 .02 .02
2. DESIGN .05 .05 .05 .05
3. MFG & CIO °2 .2 ,2 ,2
4. TEST&EVAL °1 .l .1 .1 ,5 .0; .0: .0; .06
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL ,,77M GRAND TOTAL M
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
r] (1DR ;') ._'75
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1977006973-121
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 9a
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
m
CATEGORY_._e8 ......
TITLE Process_ and Use of Chumically-_c_ci_,,e Yc:Cals in Space and Planetary
]_vLcolalants.
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED L ' LEVELOFSTATE OF,,ART
_ca_ly-accive _ as pennant' I ! i
alloy sys_ or as alloy adcti_ to _ u_Lc_e _ _l.cn nave no¢"
be-_n__ thro_h theuseof oureart__ tectmo_Ry,suchcnm_iiy
active metals include sodium, potassium, and lithium.
• i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEADTIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGYNEEDDATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Our pcese_t matelialB t_xjy _ _ f_ _ l_ to
use materials in the specific chemical environm_t of earth. It semB unreasca-
ible to expect: such t,echnoloc_ to pcoduce _ materials _cx use .in or..her
ch_ical envois such as ¢ound in space or on other plans_, many alloy
never be
POTENTIAL COST BENEFIT B_cI ic ' tJS eliOOU_ .... _1 ,__-¢_
tad my be pou_J_e.
Potentially _nl_t_d. ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i ,i •
FT (TDR-t) 7/75
I08
1977006973-122
1 i 1 "11
TITLE Pro_essJmg_and Use of _l!v-Active Metals _ Space NO. 9a
and P.la___ E_virar_ants. _, PAGE 2
m,
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TE;bT(_PTIGNS
8. SPACE TEST OPTSON TEST ARTICLE: _cl:ive e]_lTe_t :_i_:__foz3Pat.ioJl e zpaXl_-
facture, pr_ ._ and evaluation in the space env_:_._rent.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / _ • ;%LL deg,TIME -- hr
. v
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST. P_Lerial _al_ticn of ::i:,'.:'_ £zc alloy com_itions desired
fGr _related enviror__nts without exp._:_;:_ to the _t.
• EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT k0,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STAB1LI1Y DP_,_ ,
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC'ILITIES:
EXISTING: YES 0 NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQUI REMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING. YES D NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COS1' SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK cL_ COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3, MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TI:CH NE'ED'DATE I
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $, )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
C()ST HISK $
I (_[_H .'1 / /',
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 91:)
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
-- CATEGORYStructllresand Spaoeccaft/Mechanical--
2. TITLE Solld-Solid V_tal Embrit_t in _he _ Env__
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOFSTATEOFART ,.,
The theft __ of the _ CURRENT UNPERTURBI:D REQUIRED
of Liquid metal embrit_t to solid- eta1solid metal a_brittlement or vapor embritt_.
I
m ,i i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT OATS
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAY_.OADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS A _ complete Ul_Sta,'lding of exl_tal (3rlbEittl_t
allowing a more _pr_31ction ot tJ_ ilte ot a metal _ exp_]---
for _ duration in the space environme_to Solid metal eMbrittlement ar_I/or
metal embrit_t of a metallic s_ in space pcesents a potential
problem area. In the vacuum of space many metals my lose their protective
06ioe coauinqs z-ora r_,_..._" o_ rea,_,_s ai_uw:L,-_..LnL._ ,,._._L,=,.;_wi_ _3_ _ --
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS ItL_al 8t.E1JctuEP.8 Or iP, f.iulate c0_tact with other n'e_cal
or int/mate _ to other metal vapors
wh_c_ my. poten y .. my
TED COST SAVINGS S
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Ul_taJldil_ of the poteDrttial (:]e_cadatici1
of metal alloys by che_cal enviroments.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR 1) I ?5
110 EMODUCIBILITYOF THE
ORIqI_AL PAGE B POOR,
e-
1977006973-124
TITLE Solid-SolidMetal Embrittlement in the Space Envirorl_nt NO. 9b
PAGE 2
•
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST,OPTIONS
:_ 8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:IJ::_lcj-tP_J__ of "clean" metal IR_-
; faoes to other "clean" metal S_rfaces or "vapors" of other metals as a
measure of long-term _tion of structural life.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini / km, INCL. deg,TIME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: HaJJnt"_ of clean BLtL_aces for long duration and the
potential czeat_on of high partial pressure metal vapors without a significant
_I of con_tZon.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kWl,
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. __ 0PERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES ['--] NOD
TEST CONFIOENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: i
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
_CY '-"TASK COST 151 COST 15)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
T_-_,H NEED DATE .... 1 1
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ I
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
1 (l DR _) 7/75
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1977006973-125
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 10
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _,_
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR _ ,_
CATEGORY ""
2. TITLE L_jCL_)E; Earth and Space
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
TO _lV_rl_ the _noll_y of 111_- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED • \
destructive methods for the detect/on
and evaluation of macroscopic flaws in materials. Such that the techniques
could be directly applied in space.
2
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Inspection of erected space structures will have to be
performed and techniques and procedures for doing this will have to be
established.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75 i
112
1977006973-126
! l
TITLE ND_/'NDE; Earth and Space NO. 10
PAGE 2 •
|
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS _
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) / kin,INCL. deg,TIME__ hr
m
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Perfonaance of actual tests to gain confidence in pro-
cedures and equipment.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW ;
POINTING STAB1LITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: N0. __ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /t :
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Testing procedures for specific joLut qeo_etries, etc. m
will first be established by ground testing. EXISTING:YESI'_ NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YESI--INO
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: !
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK -- !COST ($1 COST1$)
I. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
II
TECH NEED DATE
L, GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
I (II')R2) /,75
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!FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 11
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Structural and _af_i'---"
2. TITLE Influence of IE_j-Tem Space _ on Localized PLaSticity _h _ua_s,
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
HOES complete understanding of the CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED .
influence of Zocalized plasticity on i .
flaw growth and strain energy release rat_:s in met_ ic structures. A more
_c_,_,fete ur_rstar_ing of how long-term exposure to hi,gh vacmmt envi_c,_-_nts_ i
can influence both the character and ease o_ cLislc_atlon moLion in _eta_s e,-_
_11oys.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS _e lo_g-terM exposure of metal stEuctur_s my gEeatly
_nfluence the ease of local plasticity. Such an influence may significantly
change flaw growth rates thus _ignificantly modifying the applicable elastic-
_!a-tic failure criteria for a structure to be used in the _._nt or
space.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES T_cal deve_t8 in _le]ABtiC
fracture mec/mnics.
7. REFERENCE DOCUK':ENTS/COMMENTS
FTITOR-II717_ REPEODUC_ILITY OF THI_
pRII[NAL PAGE I8 POOR.
114
]977006973-]28
TITLE Influence of Long-term Space Exposure on Localized Plasticity NO. 11
in Hetals. PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Z_¢¢j-t__l:m expoeglL_ of various c(xc_ntJ:a-
tionsof flswedmetal alloystogetherwith a measure of flaw growth and energy
release ratio.
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) _ km,INCL. deg,TiME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: _J411:eZlaJlce of a _ high vact]zzin for long durations at ...
various levels of contamination.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWEr1 "?:
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YESI--'] NOF"]
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPEC,ALGROUNDFAC,LITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YESEl NO[3
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
FTASK COST 151 COST151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OFSPACETEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$. )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
1 (1 DR ;)) 7/75
115
1977006973-129
t i
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
m,mmmml
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE Solar Cell Solder Connections With Extended Life Durinq Thermal
Cycling In Orbit
[ LEVEL OF STATE OF ART d
ate embrittlement by inter-metallic compound formation and, thereby e withstand
thermal cycling in orbit for more than 60,000 cycles _I0 years). Currently,
lead-tin solder reacts with silver and titanium barrier and contact layers
causing embrittlement and mechanical breakage of individual joints resulting
in reduced power output with t/me in orbit.
m
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Solar cell arrays operatin_ in earth orbit _o through a larcje
thermal gradient as muc_h as 120°C, from sun to earth shadow. Most of the ef-
fects of the thermal gradient can be accounted for in designs (e.g. thezmal ex-
pansion) hut embrittlement of the solder joint to the contact layer on the cell
cannot. Hard inter-metallic compounds are formed by diffusion which become
HEAD, etc.) have been overdesigned in el_sectation of re-
duced output with time. Locker life and increased power requirerents for energy
prograllts in space or on earth will pTv"e'- ESTIMATED_COS_T_$At/ING$$_20,D00,000,.00
Ciu6e such a cavalier tmu_U,unt of _ pruD_em. _n_s can De so_ uy _z==Lu_
attentlon to the metal lUrqlcal DGEKI In t/le]olnt arK1_k31-rlerlayer.
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVARCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT(TDR-1)7/75
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1977006973-130
TITLE Solar Cell Solder Connections With Extended Life Durir_ NO. 12
Thermal Cycling in Orbit PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Solar Array
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) 240 /. 180 kin, INCL. any d_,TIME 3__So ]QC
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: S_ercjistic combination of a!l envirc_mental parameters.
' EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 200 kg, SIZE 2 X 2 X 0.02 m, POWER None kW
POINTING Solar Rector STABILITY +10 DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. __ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTIPG: YES F_ N0_']
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO [-_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
-i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK C_ 77 78 79 80 !COST (S) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS .100k
2. DESIGN 150k
3. MFG 8, C/O 500k
-- 200k4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
.J
GRAND TOTAL 950k GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ISUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $. )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
(] DR ,') l'7.r_
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13FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE 3oinincj Metals in Space
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
TO easily and reliably produce strong CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
metallurgical bonds for the space
assembly of met_llic structures by utilizing cold resistance, and explosive
welding techniques. These techniques would tend to be particularly suited to
the "clean" space envircrment.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME . YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS The plac_uent of very large structures in space, e.g.,
antennae, solar cell arrays,etc., necessitates their fabrication "in-situ".
Thus, modular subsystems or individual components n_/stbe joined in the space
envircr_ent.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIEC
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR 1) 1 75
KEI,KODUCIBILITY OF _liL,
118 gRIelNAL PACE IS POOR
t
1977006973-132
! I
I
TITLE Joining _t:_cals in Space NO. 13 '_
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/min) _ / km, INCL. dcg,TIME __ hr
=.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: AcEt.lal practice of pe.rform._ the a['_3ropriate joining
operations. .i
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA 1
_r
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION / ._
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: High vacman fabricatio _. facility for performing "I
collateral work _ earth. EXISTING: YES [-7 NO ['-] i
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EOUlREMENTS: .
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
] I]DR ,') 7,75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 19
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
• i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Basic Materials Research
2. TITLE Solid State Diffusion Studies
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
TO obtain diffusion data for systems . CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
requiring very high temperatures and
containerless conditions for the purpose of accunulation of data required for
applications (ex. cum_atability) and for increased accuracy of information on
high temperature materials.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PA%LOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS (1) Would eliminate the need for inaccurate extrapolation
of _mg time, low temperature experiments and (2) would make dat_ available
F6r the £nvestigat_cn o_ possible c/ranges Ln ui_zusion mec/mnzsm at n_gh
temperatures.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT TDR.1) 7/75
1977006973-134
- i I _li
i
TITLE Solid State Diffusic¢, Studies NO. 19
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Diffusion specL-zP.ns exposed to vact.un and
¢x:_t.roZledhigh tempe.ratuz'e(1000° C andhigher) -- levitated to eli.d.z_te
for oGntainer material for specimens. "
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT. (max/rain) / kin,INCL. deg,TIME hr
Samplesexposedto aboveoondit_onsforhourstodays. _turneato earth--TS-£-
 lysis.
l
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Elimination of container con.Lamination and possibility of
running tests to high temperatures for shorter times.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SiZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/OURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING*YESI-"] NO[-']
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISIlNG: YES D NO [_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: The exp_iments described above cannot be pez_OZllled on ....
the c_'cxmd.
TESTCONFIDENCE
,= L m "_
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
t-'-'-- J
TASK C_ COST($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE L
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
. m
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ I
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
• I _I [_R .'1 ! /%
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FUTUREPAYLOADTECHNOLOGY NO. 21
TESTINGAND DEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9_75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Basic Hateria].B Rel_
'2. TITLE Phase Diagram Studies at Low Pressure and Zero g.
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
De_tLon of phasedlagra_details CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
at low pressures for metal syst_ to
be used m space_cu=ing _ in gz_ _ _seo __ mech./rig._ is I:o
better define conditions _hich might lead to gas bubble fozmatlon and in-
hom_miettes.
IB ,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Definition of conditions for h_prow_ metal pr_luc_ cast
in vac_ and by space mam_acturir_ techniques.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
[ (TDR II 1 75
122
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TITLE Phase Dia_am Studies at I_w Pressure _ Zero g= NO. 21
PAGE 2
,=,
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: SpecJA1e_ of desired ccr_ositicn e_
to various conc_ons of _[__rature and time.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALL (max/min_ / kin, INCL. d_, TIME __ hr
Specimens will be heated to controlled temperatures for short times (hours) .
under zero g and _turned to ground for further treatment.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Zero q (;_)r_t_c_S _lim_nab_ _¢_p._ aeJn___ra_] _thin t_
sample by gravitation.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/OURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES[] NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIP TION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES O NO []
GROUND TEST LIMITAflONS: (_avi_Lap_l Q_fect_ on Dx__sgJ_e within _1o1_ cles_v
eq_ium ao._ons and i,waZ_ate _,e data.
TESTCONFIDENCE
z,
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK _ ] COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MEG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
=.
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
1 (1DR .') I 15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 22
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Basic _t_.zJ_ _ch
"2. TITLE Hiqh Temperature Vaporization Studies of Corrosive 14olten_ --"
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
Vaporization rates and related thermoS- -
namic data are needed for high te_era-
blre conditions that are unat_le on the grour_ because oz t_e f-_CKOZ nor.-
J
£eactive container mater_al. The data are zor various applications, one being
the elucidation of the hot cx_ro6iun phenamencm chac is a serious prdblem in
aircraft turbines, ground based power plants and marine tttrblnes.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE.
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS The data obt_ t_ll impac_c a wide variety of R & D areas t
one of which is hot corrosion interpretation and minimization.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENt
TECHNICALPROBLEMS--
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR1 7/75
REFRODUCIBILITY UI" 1]|E,
124 OR!@[NAL PAGE 18 POOR
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TITLE Hih__hTemperature Vaporiztion Studies of Corrosive Molten NO 22
Salts PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Mater_l sable levitated in molten condi-
tion and associated equipment including temperature contzol and mass spec-
tJcametPJ:°
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT. (max/rain) /_ km,INCL. deg,TIME _ hi
Heat sample and measure its cha_je in masswith time and "detect _th mass
spectrometer the molecular species that are vaporized.
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Can be r.]oz-,ewit1_t the o_ntai/ler oontamir_tion that J
nullifies ground based measurements.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
P01NTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES F-_ N0[]
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES D NO [_
GROUNDTEST LINIITATIONS: ,._ie P,_pP_:_J_ts caxLr_,,t be performed on the ground
becausethe containermaterialsLrequiredon the groundcontaminatethe specimens,
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE'TESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK C_ COST($) 1 COST ($)J
1, ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4, TEST& EVAL
4 --
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTHISK $
' 1 (1 [_R ." 1 15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 28
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/rlj_5 REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY Stz_ct_cal & Spacecraft/Hechanical
"2 TITLE Adhesive Bonding of Large _ectable S_s in Space
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
d::)j_ve of this [::_'_¢_Et is to de- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
velop, evaluate and demonstrate the mater-
ials, techn/ques, processes, and equzpment requZred ._orassembly by _eszve . ,
_oT-_--cormtituent components of large, space-erectable structures.
The requirement for long life in the space environment will necessitate the
U_wIu_.,t ariaevaluaticn of new ac_esive f_tions. Actual space d_t_.-
stration of the developed b0nUing techniques and equipment will be conducted in
orbit ou_ the pallet of the Spacelab by experimenters equipped with space
suits.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS The advantages offered by adhesive joining over other
joining methods are, (i) light weight, (2)dimensional stability, (3)cumpatl-
bility with lightweight non-metallic and metallic structural elements, (4)
ease of fabrication and (5) minimal tool_ng and equzpment.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES S_-UC_CLLZ_
7, REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS SP_ Study Repcct_ OSS, OA User Inputs
tO !975=C_ST Summer Workshop Overview Report
FT (TDR-1) 7175
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TITLE Adhesive Bonding of Large F_ectable Structures NO. 28
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS •
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Adhesively Bonded Joints
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / km, INCL. d_, TIME _ hr
|
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: (1) Life test of adhesive joints in space (2) Development
and demonstration of bonding techniques
• EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES[] N0[]
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCHIPTION/R EQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO []
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10, SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
ETASK 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST ($) 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST 1$)
1. ANALYSIS .0_ .05
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4, TEST & EVAL ,05 .2 .3 ,2 .75 .0! .1 .1 .1 .2 .2 .75
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL °75 GRAND TOTAL , _.80
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12, DOMINANTRISK/TECHPROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
I (IDR 2) 1,15
12"/
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 29
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Structure & Spacecraft/Mechanical
2. TITLE L_ Life Polymeric Protective Coatings for Space Applications
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Polymeric protective coatings for solar CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
cells, ele_ircnic circuit boards, etc. 2 5 i0
with long life under actual space conditions are needed in order to assure us
of the operational lifetimes designed into the orbiting device. The technology
of poly_erlc coatlngs Wlll be _ by t/liBeZ_ort espec_ally for coatings
(solar cells, thermal) that are cLtrectly expose_ to _ space envlrcrm_nt.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1982
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED £ TE 1979
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 2
TECHNICAL BENEFITS By usi_ improved protective coatings (better resistance to
degradation by the Space envirorm_nt) the life and efficiency of Solar cells,
thermal coatings, circuit boards, etc., will be increased significantly.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS estimated to be great - 100M
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ ?
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Foz_LLlation and s_thesis of the proper polymer and its
evaluations. The space evaluation of the final product is extremely ampor-
tant to assure us about earth testing.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Analytical ins_tation, i.e., IR
Spectroscopy, etc., in chemical labs as well as mechanical listing.
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 1/75
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TITLE .I4:mq Life Polymeric ProP_nd_ve c_tinq_ fnr __'_t"P NO. 29
Al_plicat/ons PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
,,, ,m
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) / km,INCL. deg,TIME_ hr ,
l
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Cc¢lfizlr_tion of earth laboratory data & especially long life
space test under actual condition
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 kg,SlZE0.030 X 0.086 X0.127 m,P0WER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /t
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: clean ]room
EXISTING:YES[] NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Actual space envirci_m_-ltal conditim-Vac_um,
thermal_ Zero _t radiation (U.V. & particles), and meteoric bcmbar_aen_
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: all of above
EX,ST,NG:YEs[3 N0r-I
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: Simultaneous 12 time exposure t:o the. above test
requirements.
TESTCONFIDENCE 0t90
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
TASK _ 78 79 80 81 82 83 COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS ,03
2. DESIGN .04
3. MFG & C/O ,05
.06 .0.=4. TEST & EVAL
TECI_INEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL 0,24M GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
(IDR .')1,75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 30
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Structure and Spacecraft/H_chanical-----
2. TITLE Lonq Life Adhesives for Space Applications
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,
The Chemistry of polymers (=dhesives) CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
must be investigated and developed to 3 5 i0
the point that the adhesives unprotectea _ran tr_ _,pace enviromaBntl (exrernai
to the'_/C) must withstand the severe conditions of rhezmai e__, vacuum,
zero-g, radiation and meteorite _t without degradation oz these
intendedproperties.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1982
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 2
TECP.NICALBENEFITS Better adhesives for such items as solar cells and thermal
tapes must be d_r/eloped for our long life orbiting devices and Lunar and _tars,
Landers, etc., zn order to assure tnezr success.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS$
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Formulating and synthesis of the polymer adhesive and long
time testin_ in a simulated space envir_t.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Chemistry, space simulations testing.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75 J
KEPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
130 ()RI(_AL PAGE [8 POOR
1977006973-144
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TITLE Long Life Adhesives for Space Applicati_s NO. 30
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPAC E &. GROUN D TEST OPTIONS ,:
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Lon G life polymeric adhesives _
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/min) / km, INCL. dq, TIME -- hr
l
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Act_al e_-_cina in the_ _ env_n_ _r_ _Pt_t _¢==m4n,_.
ti_ of specimmm - -
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 30 kg,SIZE 0,003 x 0.86 x 1,27 m, POWER= 0 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA ';
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. -- 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: Clean rocm
EXISTING: YES[] NOD '
TEST CONFIDENCE0.85
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Lc_ life _ic adhesives
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: ,. SJJaulatJ_] space envJ_m1__nt
Zone.te_ (Z.3 years)
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES [_ NO !-_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: _ S_ce env_119P_t incl_it_j ZP.13><j _ full
radiation for long tezm (1-3 years)
TESTCONFIOENCE 0.3
,0 =.EDUCE.cost _.c_.s.o.,o. _.oo.o,._,o.,o.
..s_ cl_=77_879.o .2 83co_.,;; cos.,=
1. ANALYSIS ,03 .02
2, DESIGN .03 /
3. MFG & C/O .02 .03
,05 ,06
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE t "
GRAND TOTAL 0.24M GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ .... (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12, DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PRO.RABILITY
COST RISK $
I (1 DR 7) 7175
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 31
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9f75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY S_ and _t_He_XL_OS----
|
2. TITLE l_.qh Temperature l_.qh The]m_1 Ccrductivit 7 Polymers for Space A_lication
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART :
_t in high _EIJL_at2_lL_ CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
(>300 degree range) high _ 3 5 10
--c_L_-_vl y po ymer s wl e _ of this effort. Polymer
chemistry must formulate and s_nthesize chead_cal structures to achieve these
goals.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1982
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 2
TECHNICAL BENEFITS lvJBcl_lls and detri_ces can be qL:_z_ted _t high tB_oerat11Ees
and c_exate more efficiently.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
-- ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS PoI_IRIP_.r_ haB 1:O _,'nRreBtlc_te the _'ob].a9 by
structural chain _ and modifications, or by the filling of polymers
with various themal oom_ctlng substances. .,
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Pol_mP_ chelt_LStJL_and 8p_ce 8tlltllat_en t_Bt_Lr_
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
|| ,|
FT (7DR-1) 7/75
. ." ,_ _--_." ,
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TITLE High Temperature High Thermal Conductivity Polymers for NO, 31
. Space Application PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: PO___PO.l l_rs-Hi_ature-Hi ho.h_1
oduc  ty
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALL (max/rain) / kin,INCL. deg,TIME hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Confirm laboratory results and to improve know_ledcjeof
polymer select/on
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 kg,SIZE0.03 X 0.86 X 1.27 m,P0WER -0- kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Clean rocln
EXISTING:YESD NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE0__..90
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Polymers - High Temperature High
Thermal _vity.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Actual s, ace envirorlgent fo_ lonq term exposure,
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES [] NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Above long term facility°
TESTCONFIDENCE0°3
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY 78 79 80 81 82 83 COST($)_ COST(S)
1. ANALYSIS 0,,03 0,0._
2. DESIGN 0,,0.3
0.0:3
3. MFG& C/O 0.0,| 0.0_
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL 0° 19M GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$. )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK S
l (l[IA 2) / 15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
• ,m
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/94/7.5 REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY .Structural & Spacecraft/Mechanical
2. TITLE L_W Oved Electrical _vity of Polymers zor'space Appllcauion.
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
_/axlcel_Jtt in polymer chen_stL_ to CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
increase the eiecuricai conductivity 2 3 I0
of the polymer by molecular structure change or ad_ £ticn of elec*_ cal
omducting mmstances.
ml
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1983
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1983
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 2
TECHNICAL BENEFITS _pl_ved electrical o_duct_vi_ of external coating _11
allow better oo_trol of space charges and in grounding of boxes and other
applications Where electrical conduction is necessary.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS .. Pol_ler Chemistry may not be able to rearrange the
molecular structure in order to achieve the goal, L_t progress has been
made in using specific electrical conducting fillers.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES _stry, laboratory, testing,
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR 1) 1'75
134 REPRODUCIBILITY OF Tli5
QRIaNAL PAGE 18 POOR
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TITLE Improved Electrical Conductivity of Polymers for Space NO. 32
A_plica_or. PAGE 2
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: _ Pol_leEic m_.rials
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) [ kin,INCl.. dig,TIME__ hr
I
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:To determine if the coat_q rill pe_om predicted in the
space _t.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 kg,SIZE0.03 X 0F86 X 1.27 re,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO __ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Clean r_mn
EXISTING: YESr_ NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE0.90
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE',-PolyIne.ric ]naterials
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Space e_/Jxonment incl_ electrical - stat._c
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Space simulate1 eJw_t including electr_x%l
cha ing.
EX,ST,NG:YesD NOF7
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: aJ]3ve
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST '_PACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
ETASK 79 80 81 82 83 84' COST(S) COST15)
I. ANALYSIS )-04
2. DESIGN ).02
0.03 O.C 3
3. MFG & C/O 0. ( 4 ). 04
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL Oip2M GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )0
!
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
I (1OR.q 1,75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 33
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REVDATE LTR
CATEGORYS_al and Spacecra__Ltcal-
2. TITLE Retention of _ Lubricants b_ Passive Means in the Space
Environmant Under Passive Conditions
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOFSTATEOFART
To bette/ ur_ersta_d the use of low CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED J
Isurface tension barrier films and 5 5 i0
labyrnith seals in the prevention/Eeduct/onof the loss of lubricants by
creep and evaporation. This experimnt will show the importance of the _i_s
and seals by being able to examine a o_trolled experiment before and actor
_gnt.
e
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE 1980
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEADTIME _ 1,_ _YEARS, TECHNOLOGYNEEDDATE 1976
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS 2
TECHNICALBENEFITS P_tenticIl of the liquid lubricant "IJ1-Place" is of great
importance in order that t2_ mechanism does not tail mechanicaLLy an_ adjacent
sensitive instruments are not contaminated.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS _ lifetime of S/C instruments is immeasurable
as some instzuments have faile# after 1-3 too.and some up to J years. 7-1u
year lifetimes are now planned. _t_:t_znismswlll be able to operate until
fails ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$ 100M
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBL£MS At t_lis time r no technical problems are foreseeJ1.
REQUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIESOptical microscc¢_, chemical analysis, failure
analysis.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (1"DR l) 1'15
136 REPRODUCIBILITY OF 1311,:
0RI_'_AL PAGE IS p('_'_r_
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TITLE Retention of Liquid Lubricants by Passive Means in the NO. 33
S.__.ceEnvirom___ nt Ura_r_ Passive C_n_t!_rm_ PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/mini [ kin, INCL. dq, TIME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: To e'_-!_te the effect of Z._n_ a on the _ of Ii_,irl_
and the use of the bazr__r film to _ _ czeeo.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 klI.SIZE ,03 X .40 X .45 re.POWER 0 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING: YES J_ NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE 0,_)0
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Space elrlv_t JalcllaclJa__ Zel:_o a'-
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Zero cj capabi].i_]
EX,ST,NG:YESI--1 NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: CaJWK_ get ZeEo _ COl_itJ.on,s o1%
TESTCONFIDENCE 0, 90
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
m
TA_K [CY 76 "17 78 "19 80 81 COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS .02
2. DESIGN ,03
3. MFG & C/O .10
4. TEST & EVAL ,05
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL Of 2H GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ 0o_ (SUMOF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
2. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
1 I](_H ." I 1')
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 34
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
=,m
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REVDATE LTR
CATEGORY S_S & Spacecraft/_4_nical
2. TITLE Retention of '_Liquid Luhr_rants "in pl_- ._r _D_m_r rrr_;_ns
Usin@ Barrier Films and Labyrnith Seals
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVELOFSTATEOFART
IxlbricaticIl of Mechanical components has CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIK-D
advanced to the state where-in a Minimmu 5 5 IU
quantity of lubricant is used, this quantity cannot be lost to space cr centare- ' ,
___ sensitiveCiL:_'iC,_S. This _XL_.rilB_t iS _et up to bet;teEconfirm the use
of balrier films and _th seals _ _t-the loss of the li_dd lubri-
cants by creep/_ation under ccw_ons of rotary motion and Zero g.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIR3TPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE 1980
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEADTIME 1__ YEARS. TECHNOLOGv NEEDDATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS 2
TECHNICALBENEFITS Retention of the lubricant "In Place" under dynm_cs
ditions is a must in order to prevent mechanical failure and contamiration of
sensitive instruments. Very small _mntities of lubricants are now being
be by p/  ation.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITSThe c_erational lifetime of S/C _ts will be
more assured if t_ barrier films and _th seals do function as existed.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$ IOOM
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS NO technical problems exist at this time in the use of
these films and seals
REQUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIESO_--iical_L_, chemical anal)sis, failure
analysis.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT {TDR 1) 7'75
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9+
TITLE Retention of Liquid Lubricants "In Place" Under .D_namic NO. 34
Concdtions using Barrier FZlms and Labyrnith Seals PAGE 2 ,_
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS =
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: _
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /. kin. IN_I deg,TIME__ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: To evaluate the use of the barrier film and labyrnith seals ; '=
in the Zero g field on creep/evaporaticcm of liquid Lubricants.i
E*IuIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 kg,SIZE ,03 X ,40 X _.4.5 m,POWER0.005 kw
POINTING STABILITY DATA :
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /t
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: C]P__,all
EXISTING:YES[] "0[ l
TESTCONFIDENCE _
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: _
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Space env_t illclgd//lqZero q
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: Zero g capability '
EXISTING:YES D NO D
GROUNDTESTLIMITATIONS:. Zero g capability
TESTCONFIDENCE 0.90
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
½ ,TASK 76 ,77 78 79 80 81 COST15)_ COST 1$) :
1. ANALYSIS °02
2. DESIGN °03
3. MFG& C/O ,I0
.05
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL 0.2M GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OFSPACETEST $ 0.2H (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ , )
12. DOMINANTRISK/TECHPROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK$
l
r [; (1DR 2) 1,75
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' l
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 3 5
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY Structure and Spacecraft_cal
2. TITLE Effects of the Space Environmm_t on the Pcc_xCies of Specific Pol_s.
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Knowledge of the combined effects of CURRENT UNPERTURBED. REQUIRED
t_ space _nv_o_.nt on _e pzx_0ezCZes 5 5 10
of sloecific/_ost used polyp.tic materials is needed in order to cer_im our
"selection and earth laboratory data. Thzs e.x1:erimB]_will be evaluated after
__s_ace fli __1_3 _ears, to determine if our selections of polymers is corrects
and to s_ghtwhichpolym_rsiscorrect:andwhichpoly_rs shouldbe improved.
Polymerchemistrywill be advanced.
• i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 1 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1978
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS _2
TECHNI(_AL-BENEFIT_ _Knowledge oonfJrming Our past selecti_ of polymeric
materzals are p_anneu. _n_s lung durauion _paoe exposuru will allow us to
actually measure some properties of polymeric materials after exposure.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS If the polymers do degrade badly in Space, then improved
polymers are needed. If tlleydo not degraQe s4Lgnitzcantly, only longer
life (7-10 years) polymer chemistry must be looked at.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Polymer Chemistry.
7, REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT {TDR-1) 7/75
140 EEPRODUCIBILITYOF THE
6}RI_KNALPAGE ISPOOR
1977006973-154
I l "
TITLE Effects of the Space EnvJrcmment on the Properties of NO 35
Specific Polymers. PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Polymeric Y_t_rials
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) . / kin, INCL deg,TIME _ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: _.;_ance of our proper selection of the various polymeric
materials and b_ace applicaticms.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 60 kg,SIZE 0.03 x 0.86 v 1.27 m,POWER 0 kW
POINTING STAEILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW NO__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Clean room
EXISTING: YES[] N0[]
TEST CONFIDENCE .90
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Polymeric Materials _
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:_ Lo_ term (1-3 years) exposure to the actual
space envircmment.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Actual space environment exposure facilities - long
term exposure.
EX,ST,NGYEsI--1NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Acff_l Space. envJ_ox_P_nt _-xpo_lre facility fo_rr _lorK_
duration.
TEST CONFIDENCE 0.3
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION _
- I 'TASK 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST ($1 ,COST 151
1. ANALYSIS i0.O3 .0:
2. DESIGN ).03
3. MFG&C/O ),02 0.01|
0.01_ 0.0_
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL Z)o24M GRAND TOTAL
j,,,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM CC_STS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/rECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
l ''
I (I DR .') 1 15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 36
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/11/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Lnstrume/3t Electronis
2. TITLE Space Repair of Polymers in Electronic Assemblies
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
The objective of this p_ocjram is to CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
aeve_opan_ demonstratethe materials,
methods, and equipment appropriate for the application of conformal coat_s
and for potting to _r' electronic assemblies in the space envircrsP_nt.
These repairs will have to be performed in an envir_t which is not nec-
essarily compatible with presently available materials and procedures developed
_or Earth operations. Gravity will not be present to asslst in tb_ filling of
all the voids. Volatile crmponents of the polymers can readily outgas and
result in deleterlous changes in composltlon and resulting properties.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE Space _ of Polymers in Electr(mic Assemblies NO. 36
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
?
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) /. kin, INCL. deg,TIME _ hr
J
I
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW ;
POINTING STABILITY DATA :i
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: _
EXISTING: YES I_ NO["]
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE 1EST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST ($) 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST ($)
1 ANALYSIS .02 .0; .04
2 DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O r
4 TEST & EVAL .1 .1 .2 .03 .03 .01 ,02 .02 .ll
TE(:H NEED DATE
' GRAND TOTAL .2 GRAND TOTAL ml_
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
] (1DR 2) 1,15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 43
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE I_n_ Term Space Exposure of Composite Materials
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
_ reliability of p_.£_Jlt and CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
composite mtermls exposed to
the space environment will be established in order to permit the safe design of
composite structttres _or long duration space application. The inz£uence of such
effects as UV radiation and long term outgasing of polymeric n_trix composites
and the then_l degradation of metallic matrix composites must be established.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS° TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS The better capabilit 7 of accurate and reliable life pre-
diction of metal and polymeric matrix, present and advanced composite materials .,
for long duration space exposure.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Composite materials development.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT(TDR 1) 7/75
144 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
_}RI_NAL PAGE LS POOR
1977006973-158
TITLE Zx_q Term Space Exposure of Composite Materials NO. 43
PAGE 3
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE" Variable exposure of UV and t_-L_, 1
radiation for long duratim such as on a passive satellite.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / km, INCL. deg,TIME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Realistic exposure to sez_i ,ce environment. ...,
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. __ OPERATIONS/DURATION /t
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES[-] NO["']
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
i
EX,ST,NG:YESD NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
--
TASK !COST ($) COST 15)
1. ANALYSIS
2, DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
.,.,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $, )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
,..
' 1 (]DR .'_ I /'_
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 44
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/11/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Large controllable, light weight
_w_1,mJ_. very _ l_f_ c_nncm_ntq/svst_
2. TIT_E Effects of Space Envirc_mentai E_fects on Fatigue and Fracture of
Advanced Filamentary Composite Structural Materials
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Detezmi_ effects of long time two/ CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
high earth orbit space exposure fatigue .
a. kL-'L"eof composite materials. Develop inputs for development of life i
prediction models for very long life space applications inuolving light
weight structlces.
i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1979
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 1 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1985
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS 5-10
TECHNICAL BENEFITS (1) Potentially laro_e wei@ht savings in large erectable
stzl/CtLtres.
(2) Greater srxuco_ai reliability in very long life applications.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ high
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES COmposite n_terials de%_lopment
J
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT(TDR-1)7/75
146
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TITLE Effects of Space Environmental Effects cn Fatigue and Fracture NO. 44
of _Advanced Filamentary Composite Structural Matexials PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
m
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: _ite _1 elemental fr
and fatigue specimens
4
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) 200 / 500 kin,INCL. any deg,TIME5__MX
Expose elemental specimens to low/high earth orbit space envirorment without
• load under constant load and under cyclic load and _t ground inter-
pretation and analysis.
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Realistic service envJxcrmBnt _s_re
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 250 kg,SIZE 2 X 3 X .3 m,POWER0-1 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA ;
ORIENTATION CREW: NO.__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: _"
EXISTING:YES[] NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE ,5
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Ccmposite material elemental fracture
fatigue test specimens
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Expose specimens to combinations of hard vacuumt__
high intensity UV radiation, and simulated micrometeorid impact and determine
ezrects on residual properties.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: High vacuum chambers, High intensity UV radiation
sources, high velocity particle accelerators
EX,ST,NG:YES[] NO[3
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: Realistic eJlvirorlgent interaction unachievable
TESTCuNFIDENCE .9
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
.J
TASK C_ 78 79[80 81 82 83 COST(S) COST(S)
1. ANALYSIS 035 °035 °0:_5 °035
2 DESIGN .07 .07 .0_ .07 :
3. MFG & C/O .2 .2 .2 .2 ,
.1 .I .i .i .i .5 .03 .03 .064. TEST& EVAL
TECHNEED DATE
' GRAND TOTAL .SM GRAND TOTAL °35 M
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
. -
COST NISK $
I (1DR ?) / 75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 49
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE Developmnt of DirecCionally Solidified _ c_pace
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,
Develop new mt_J:ials _th a co__ CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
fibrous phase, that is, _ewer uereccs
in the eutectic structure, by solidification in low gravity. These include
metallic su_.ralloy {e.g. nzckel-columbrium) eutectic comp_mds for high
strength jet engine turbine blades or optical salts or glassy _ for
laser winoows. The reduced convection of the moiten ma_.rial, _q_ u_
quiescient conditions of spaoecraft in orbit are considez_d to De beneficial
to the ac_t oZ t_is objective.
|i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 5 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS 9
TECHNICAL _ENEFITS Directionally solidified eutectics currently in development
on earth for increasing uniaxial strength in aircraft turbine blades and
fasts_exs are limited. The rod-like reinforcing phase is not continuous hut
has defects due to disturbances from convection while solidifying. It is
believed that a more nearly perfect structure could be produced in low gravity.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Ecor_c studies indicate that this work could save
vast amounts of fuel and money in the aircraft industry.
_rc t_n
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $1.00m000m000.00
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR 1) 1'15
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TITLE Development of D_onally So]£c_fied _.tect_c _ NO. 49
In Space PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST.0PTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: M,_h=r'i;al. l)_'rv'_n_nn Sna_l_h
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) 240 / ].SQ km,,NCL. _nv dq, TIME 200 ,r
I
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: _t provide ]J3_ _Fz'avi_
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 150 kg,SIZE 0.6 X 0.4 X 0.2 m,POWER 20 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES r'] NOr'_
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
f
EX,ST,NG:YESlZl N0i--i
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS.
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULe & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION ,
TASK C_ 76 77 78- 80 ql 82 COSTI$) COST (S).
1. ANALYSIS _ __._. 200k
2. DESIGN _ ---... 400k
Z4OOk3. MFG & C/O .=,= __
4. TEST& EVAL 500k
TECH NEED DATE
' GRAND TOTAL 2500k GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
iI[)H .,_/ I5
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 50
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
i
2. TITLE . _talnerless Cas__ and Shapi_ of P_ctive tt_tals _ Space
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED [ _ .LEVELOFSTATEOFART
3. Develop electrcmuc_etic, electro- [ CURRE_ REOUIRED
aco..tc zevita on [ I I
and control equipment, aided by low gravi_ _ contain to pe _--
metals and 6eramics-Without molds, _ibles or other containers.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 5 ..... YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1984 .
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS 3
TECHNICALBENEFITS .Many s_c_al _etal re_JIements are not being filled
currently because metals and ceramics react with the mold, crucible or
shaping ccmtainer. %_e productioh of ribbon "extnKM_" silicon single
crystal in which the "wafer could _ cut out llKe cookies father "tl_an slicea
from a rod like salami would be a major advancement to electronics if t/m flat
surface were undisturbed. Tungsten x-ray targets and
filaments need higher purity for longer life and safety
as do thermoionic devices for energy production and control.
_ B_II_"Z'rS - RS:::_K_s a . E_TIMAT_DCOS]'SAVINGS$5OtO00_O00.O0
laz_e amount o£ scrap an_ surface e_ In semz_s. "
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR 1) ;/75
l
1N)
1977006973-164
TITLE Cont_r_.x!es__ C__t__ m_l _h_n_ of _=_t-P_p_ PL=_]_ in NO. 50
Space " " PAGE 2
m ,.
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST,OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: H,:ltP_rJ.a,].8Test Spaco].ab
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) 240 /. 180 km,INCL. _ deg,TIME...a.a.a.a.a.a.a.a_hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: .P.rOVJ_. _ c]ravi_ 2, ,P..nvJ..ronment
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 100 kg,SIZE 1 X ], X _ m,POWER 10 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO, 0PERATIONS/DURATION, /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES r_j NoO
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO Q
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
i ml 7
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
TASK ICY "77 "70 79 80 81 82 COST($) COST($)
1. ANALYSIS 300k
400k2. DESIGN _.. ,.....
1800k
3. MrG & CIO 1000k
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED I_ATE
' GRAND TOTAL 3500k GRAND TOTAL I
i i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST FIISK $
I i] D.:_.'! 1,7%
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 51
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REVDATE LTRCATEGORY
2. TITLE Fabrication;A._,emblv"and 3oini.n_ of Materials for Large Space
St.Z'UCtI,_
3, TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED l LEVELOFSTATEOFART
______Dive fOE_CX_LIC_tl_alI_ CURRENT[ UNPERTURBED! REQUIRED
(e.g. rods and sheets of metal fccms) in space for large space structures.
This includes selection of materials, melting, controlled gas-bubble blowing
and extrusion facilitiest selection of j0L_x_ metbcx_ and equipment and
deslqnsof an intecKatedsystemto providematerialsof cons_ion in-situ.
,, | =,, i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE 1979
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEADTIME 3 YEARS, TECHNOLOGYNEEDDATE 1981
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS 3
TECHNICALBENEFITS The large space _ will be needed to provide for m
antenna for transl.issionof solar electzic power to earth, a mirror for di-
rection of concentrated solar radiation to earth-based power generators, either
voltaic or thermal, and for a space station for habitation of space construc-
tion andmaintenanueworkers.Thus,a spacestructureis need_ in thenear
future to tO . A ba for " n " --
neededlater,
Pt/II@_IALO08T ]_E2_1_'1"1'S=The foamed metal in-space technology will allow ma-
terials of oons_ to be tra_q_rted 20,000,000/stn_ urew.---- ............. r-----'F.__TIMATEDCDSTSAVINGS$ ......
_--rozm.O_se man tr_ wouJ_De
6. _HNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
PJLSKIN T__Y _ .H_T
"Technical _oblems
REQUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES_tate.EialSand processes zesearch in foamsd
metal, design of a modular space assm.biy system, _esig.-o__ool_xx_uc_
the desLz'edpanels _ spacean,:]pL_ing _d mp_ment/nga spaceexporiment---
I to prove the omC¢_o An initiar space experiment I_. needed to produce the
foamed metal in the low qravity and vacuum conuztzcms of space.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR 1) I 75
t
!52 I_,_V_)I)UC_ILIIOF "I'IIB
_RR_tAL PAGg I_ PO01_
1977006973-166
TITLE Fabrication r Assembly and Joining of Materials for :arae NO. 51
_ Space Structures PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
,,= ,, ,= |
8 SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: "
process and obtain samples for testing on earth.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/rain) 240 /. 180 km, INCL. al_.y deg,TIME any hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: NE_ to obtain zero c_av±.._
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 150 Kg,SZZE 1 X 0.5 X 0._ 2 m,POWER 10 kW
POtNTINfo None STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YEsF'-'] NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS-
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO D
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
C_ "" ,TASK -6 77 78 79 80 81 COST15) COST1$)
1. ANALYSIS 300k
2. DESIGN - 300k
3 MFG P,,C/O 600k
4 TEST & EVAL 600k
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL .800k GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OFSPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ . )
I
12, DOMINANTRISK/TECHPROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
! .....
i I II[)_ ?1 # 117
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. 52
TEST!NG AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8./11/75 REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY
2. TITLE Space Pm::x_ssJJ_q of Cez'ac_cs and Glass
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
The objective of this prccjram is to CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
develop experiments utilizing the spaoe
envir(mmemt to gain information and understanding of some of the basic
phenomena and behavior associated with the processing of cermaics and glass.
From the information gained, the development of new and improved ceramics and
-_ eithur by _p_uu or _u_t_ial pzuuus_in_, _s =wiiu_ble, _ b_ -
pursued.
m ,,i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS ° TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5, BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS New or improved ceramics with enhanced pc_es _11
be developed for space and Earth applications.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES (a) QA Input on Space Processing for 1975
OA_ SummerW_kshopOverview
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
[ FT (TDR-1) 7/75
J
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TITLE Space PrccessLng' of Ceramics and Glass NO. 52
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / .. kin, INCL. deg,TIME hr
J
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. __ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES O NOF7
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES _ NO O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
r' "
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST($) 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST(S)
1. ANALYSIS !.05l .0!i0o0! 0.15
2. DESIGN
3. MFG&C/O 0.3 0.. = 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5'
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE I
' GRAND TOTAL 0.8 GRAND TOTAL 0.65
,, , ,,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
l
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
[ ....... .,
I I (I DR ?) I,'75
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